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MARGARET H. OLSON OD BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON. L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRA.NKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER. an individuaL 
Plaintiff 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; LINDA 
G. JONES. an individual: J&J LIVESTOCK. 
LLC. a Utah Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOT[ON TO FILE SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
By and through counseL PlaintiiT hereby submits his Memorandum in Support 0 f his 
Motion to File Second Amended Complaint. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Plaintiff, Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer") obtained ajudgment against Gordon A. 
Jones in a Utah action entitled Gordon Jones and Richard Barney v. Allen Grazer. Second 
District Court, Davis County, Farmington Department, State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN 
("the JudgmenC). See Exhibit "B" to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
2. Beginning immediately after the triaL Grazer began to discover that the 
defendants in the civil case had been transferring assets to insiders. On May 18, 2005 Grazer 
4685\003\ColllpJaint 2nd'\l11d 1\ 1clllO 
filed a fraudulent transfer action in Utah for transfers occurring in that jurisdiction. See Exhibit 
"C' to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. On May 11. 2005 Grazer filed this action for 
transfers occurring in Idaho. See Complaint dated May 11,2005. 
3. On May 13.2005. a Lis Pendens was recorded in the Office of the Franklin 
County Recorder as Entry No. 229796 in connection with the filing of this action and giving 
notice that the action "afTects title to specific real property or the right to possession of specific 
real property as identified in the Complaint in this action (the Franklin County property'·). The 
Lis Pendens further set forth the legal description of the property Franklin County property. See 
Exhibit "D" to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
4. On August 5, 2005, Grazer filed a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment which was 
recorded in the Office of the Franklin County Recorder as Entry No. 231394 and became a lien 
against the Franklin County property as ofthat date (the "Notice of Foreign Judgment') See 
Exhibit "E"' to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
5. On August 12.2005, Defendant Jason Jones recorded a Notice ofInterest against 
the Franklin County property alleging that he claimed an interest therein "based upon 
improvements made, payments made and services rendered on the property. The agreed upon 
arrangement ,vas that the undersigned would receive a portion of the property for compensation 
for the work performed." See Exhibit "F to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
6. On April 18, 2006, Gordon A. Jones filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy case in the 
United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah, Case No. 06-21277 (the '"bankruptcy 
case"). Such action stayed all actions against the debtor and property of the debtor' s estate. 
7. Grazer was the principal creditor in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy. 
-l685100312dCol11plaint 2ndAmd Memo 2 
8. The Trustee of Mr. Jones' bankruptcy estate and Grazer entered into a Settlement 
Agreement on or about January 3 L 2007 which was attached to the Trustee's Motion to Approve 
Settlement Agreement and For Order Authorizing Abandonment of Property of Estate dated 
February 16,2007. See Exhibit "G" to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
9. The Settlement Agreement states that 
Upon the Effective Date of the Agreement, except for the reserves set forth in 
paragraph 2 of this Agreement. any and all property 0 f the Debtor' s bankruptcy 
estate of any kind whatsoever, known or unknO\vn, tangible and intangible. 
including. but not limited to real property ... personal property ... causes of 
action ... [including] the idaho Fraudulent Transfer Action ... shall be deemed 
abandoned and no longer property of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate and Grazer 
shall be deemed to have relief from the stay to pursue any and all state court 
remedies against the Debtor and such propeliy. 
Exhibit "G" (Settlement Agreement), p. 10. 
10. The Settlement Agreement specifically covers real property and personal property 
located in Idaho. including the Franklin County property. lei.. at 4-5. 
11. The Settlement Agreement further states that "Grazer shall bc entitled to fully 
pursue all his rights and claims against the aforesaid property. which rights and claims are not 
altered. amended or atTected in any way by this Agreement or by the filing of the Debtor's 
Bankruptcy Case." lei.. at 10. 
12. The Settlement Agreement was approved by the Bankruptcy Court in an Order 
dated April 19. 2007. See Exhibit "0" to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
13. The Order specitically states that Grazer has a "valid, enforceable security interest 
in all the remaining propeliy of the estate" including the Idaho Fraudulent Conveyance Action 
(this current action) and "Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that could have 
been filed by a creditor prior to the tlling of the Debtors bankruptcy case ... to recover property 
4685\003\2dCompJain( 2ndi\md Memo 3 
o\ved to the Debtor or transferred to third parties by the Debtor" as property that was abandoned 
by the bankruptcy estate and/or for which Mr. Grazer obtained relief from the automatic stay. 
ld. 4.8. 
14. On January 20. 2009, Gordon A. Jones received a discharge in the bankruptcy 
case which prohibited 
any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt that has been discharged .... However 
a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien, such as a mortgage or 
security interest, against the debtor's property after the bankruptcy. if that lien 
\vas not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case. 
See Order of Discharge (the "discharge"). Exhibit "1-1"' to Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
ARGUMENT 
Point I 
The Second Amended Complaint Sets Forth the Procedural Aspects of the Chapter 7 
Bankruptcy by Defendant Gordon A. Jones and Its Effect on this Case. 
Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows a party to amend a pleading "by 
leave of cOUli or by \vritten consent of the adverse party: and leave shall be freely given when 
justice so requires ... " LR.C.P. 15(a). In considering whether to grant a motion for leave to 
amend, the court may consider "whether the amended pleading sets out a valid claim. whether 
the opposing party \vould be prejudiced by any undue delay, or vvhether the opposing party has 
an available defense to the newly added claim." SPlit Products Corporatiol7 v. Eagle Data 
vVarks. Inc. 142 Idaho 41; 122 P.3d 300: 2005 Ida. LEXIS 151. In making such a decision. . ~ 
however "the COlui may not weight the sutliciency ofthe evidence related to the additional 
claim:' Id 
Since this action was flied on May 1 L 2005, Defendant Gordon Jones filed his 
4685\()03\2dCol11piaint 2ndi\md Memo 4 
bankruptcy case and all actions in this case were stayed until his discharge or release or 
abandonment of this action as property of the bankruptcy estate by the Bankruptcy Trustec. 
Jones was discharged on January 20, 2009, following which, on May 21,2009, Defendant 
Gordon Jones filed Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Motion to Dismiss and on July 7, 2009and 
Defendant Linda G. Jones filed a Joinder in Motion to Dismiss. These motions allege that the 
discharge of Gordon A. Jones under Chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy Code discharges 
the Judgment against them obtained by PlaintitTAlien F. Grazer in the case of Gordon Jones and 
Richard Barney v. Allen Gra:::er, Second District Court Davis County, Farmington Department 
State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN ("'the civil case") and the Foreign Judgment based on the 
civil case which is the subject of the present case. Plaintiff Grazer has filed Memoranda in 
response thereto. The attorneys for the parties appeared before this court to argue the 
Defendants' Motions to Dismiss on July 3 L 2009, however, that hearing was continued at the 
request of the Defendants' counsel so that he could further investigate the bankruptcy issues, and 
although the i\Iinute Entry filed August 21,2009 ordered that "Mr. Erickson [attorney for 
Gordon Jones] shall notice back up his motion," no further action has been taken by any of the 
Defendants in this action. 
The chronology of the procedural process of Gordon Jones' Chapter 7 bankruptcy case is 
not specifically set out in detail in the Amended Complaint or those Motions to Dismiss and 
Memoranda in SUpp011 and in opposition thereto. The Second Amended Complaint seeks to 
remedy that issue by specifically alleging the facts relating to the bankruptcy case and further 
alleging that the discharge does not prevent or prohibit Grazer from proceeding with this action. 
Based upon the foregoing, it is appropriate and equitable to allow the Amended Complaint to be 
.J685100312dCol11plaint 2nd!\rnd Memo 5 
amended a second time to allege the facts relating to Jones' bankruptcy. 
Point II 
The Second Amended Complaint Adds A Claim for Relief Asking This Court to Declare 
the Notice of Interest of Jason Jones recorded against the Franklin County P."operty to be 
Void, Executory or Junior to the Interest of the Plaintiff. 
The Proposed Second Amended Complaint also adds a new claim for relief against Jason 
Jones relating to a Notice ofInterest he recorded against the Franklin County property on August 
12. 2005 after the commencement of this action. In October 2008, Plaintiff ordered a title search 
of all encumbrances recorded against the Franklin County property and, as a result of that search. 
Plaintitl first learned that Jason Jones claimed an interest in the property by virtue of his Notice 
of Interest. The Notice of Interest claimed that "the agreed upon arrangement was that the 
undersigned [Jason Jones] would receive a portion of the property for compensation for work 
performed:' See Exhibit "E" to (Proposed) Second Amended Complaint. A person must be 
joined as a party to an action if"the person claims an interest relating to the subject of the action 
and is so situated that the disposition of the action in the person's absence may (i) as a practical 
matter impair or impede the person's ability to protect that interest.. .. ,. Rule 19(a)(1) 
[da.R. Civ.P. Because Jason Jones claims an interest in the Franklin County property. a Second 
Amended Complaint should be alloyved in order to join him as a defendant with regard to that 
interest and its validity as against any execution by PlaintitT against the Franklin County 
property. 
Further, the Proposed Second Amended Complaint alleges that the Notice of Interest is 
void because it violates the Idaho Statute of Frauds. Idaho law provides that a conveyance of an 
estate in real property must be made by an instrument in writing. 
46851003\2uCol11plaint 2ndf\l11d ivlemo 6 
I.e. § 9.503. 
No estate or interest in real property ... can be created. granted. assigned, 
surrendered, or declared, otherwise than by operation of law. or a conveyance or 
other instrument in writing, subscribed by the party creating, granting. assigning. 
surrendering or declaring the same, or by his lawful agent thereunto authorized by 
writing. 
The Notice of Interest is not a conveyance in writing of a specifically described estate or 
interest in the Franklin County property. It has no conveyance nor grant language. It has not 
been signed nor acknowledged by the persons in title to the property, Gordon and Linda Jones. 
It does not specifically describe the amount of the compensation to be received for the work 
perfoll11ed, or, if, in tact payment ,vas made, services provided or work performed. It does not 
describe what property is to be conveyed. See vVatsol1 v. Watson. 144 Idaho 214: 159 P.3d 851: 
2007 Ida. LEXIS 108 (buyer of property denied specific performance of an oral agreement for 
purchase of property because the oral contract was uncertain as to property to be included in 
sale); Garner v. Bartschi. 139 Idaho 430; 80 P.3d 1031: 2003 Ida. LEXIS 163(A writing must 
contain such a description of the property to be sold, either in terms or by reference. that it can be 
ascertained without resort to parol evidence). Accordingly, this cOU1i should allow the filing of 
the Second Amended Complaint so that a determination can be made on the allegations that 
Notice of Interest is void. 
FUliher, the Notice of Interest was recorded after the Lis Pendens in this case was 
recorded, after the Notice of Foreign Judgment was recorded and with full actual knowledue of 
~ b 
the collection eHcllis of Grazer. Idaho law Governincr the manner of crivinu alld enterillc} 
b b b b is 
judgments and the acquisition of ajudgment lien provides: 
A transcript or abstract of any judgment of decree of any court of this state or anv 
cOLlli of the United States the enforcement of which has not been stayed as . 
4685\003\2dColl1[llaint 2ndAmd Memo 7 
provided by law, if rendered w'ithin this state, certified by the court having 
custody thereot: may be recorded with the recorder of anv countv of this .. ". .; .,/ 
state" .and from the time of such recording, and not before, the judgment so 
recorded becomes a lien upon all real property of the judgment debtor in the 
county. not exempt from execution. o\vned by him at the time or acquired 
aften-vards at any time prior to the expiration of the lien .... 
I.e. 10-1110. The Idaho statute relating to foreign judgments provides that a judgment filed in 
accordance therewith "has the same dIect and is subject to the same procedures. defenses and 
proceedings for reopening, vacating or staying as a judgment of a district court of this state and 
may be enforced or satistied in like manner. .. :' I.e. 10-1302. 
The Notice of Interest is not a conveyance: it is merely a description of an "arrangement" 
without defining its particulars. It was recorded after the Notice of Foreign Judgment and the Lis 
Pendens in this case and an adjudication of its priority should be by this Court. See Kalange 1'. 
Rencher. 136 Idaho 192: 30 P.3d 970; 2001 Ida. LEXIS 99 (Primary purpose of the recording 
statutes is to give notice to others that an interest is claimed in real property permitting 
purchasers to rely upon record title). 
Point III 
The Second Amended Complaint Adds Two Necessary Claims for Relief Relating to 
Partition of the Property. 
The interest of Linda Jones in the Franklin County Property is community property. All 
property acquired aiter maniage by either husband or wite is community property. I.C. §32-
906( 1). Under Idaho case law, community property a judgment against the husband can be 
executed upon both community property and his separate property. Holt v. Empey, 32 Ida.4 7, 96 
P. 212 (1908). This holding does not appear to have been affected by the passage in 1976 of the 
"EquaIIVIanagement" statute set forth in I.C. §9-312. Terry L. Crapo, Eqllallvfanagemen/ of 
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Community Property: Creditor's Rights, 13 Idaho L. Rev, 177 -178 (1976-1977). Based on the 
holding of Holt l'. Empey, and the law which appears to void the Notice of Interest of Jason 
Jones, plaintiff is entitled to execute on his Judgment against the entire property. 
Should this court detem1ine that the interest of Linda Jones in the Franklin County 
propeliy is her separate propeliy and/or the Notice ofInt,erest of Jason Jones is valid, plaintiff is 
entitled to amend the complaint to allege an action of partition, either by a physical 
apportionment of the Franklin County property, or by a sale of the property with a division of the 
proceeds among the parties claiming an interest, according to their interests as determined by this 
Court. 
Partition may be brought 
When several cotenants hold and are in possession or real property ... an action 
may be brought by one or more of such persons for a partition thereof. according 
to the respective rights of the persons interested therein, and for a sale of such 
property, or a part thereof. if it appears that a partition can not be made without 
great prejudice to the owners. 
I.e. ~6-50 1. The Idaho partition statute assumes that a partition action may be brought by a 
person holding a lien against a person holding a joint interest in real property in a subsequent 
section. 
I.e. §6-518. 
When a lien is on an undivided interest or estate of any of the parties, such lien, if 
a partition be made, shall thenceforth be a charge only on the share assigned to 
such paliy; but such share must first be charged with its just proportion of the 
costs of the paIii tion, in preference to such 1 ien. 
Further, Idaho law' clearly provides that the interest of Defendant Gordon Jones in the 
Franklin COllnty property is subject to execution. "All. .. other property, both real and person, or 
anv interest therein of the judgment debtor not exempt by law and all property and rights of 
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property seized and held under attachment in the action, are liable to execution:' (Emphasis 
added). I.c. 11-201. Accordingly, this Court should allow the filing of the Proposed Second 
Amended Complaint. so that a determination may be made as to extent of interest of Gordon 
J ones in the Franklin County property which will be subject to execution. 
Point IV 
The Proposed Second Amended Complaint Does Not Prejudice the Jones Defendants. 
The rules provide that "leave shall be freely given when justice so requires:' LR.C.P. 
15(a). A court may consider whether the amended pleading sets out a valid claim, whether the 
opposing party \vould be prejudiced by any undue delay and whether the opposing party has an 
available defense to the newly added claim. SpZlr Prodllcts Corporation v. Eagle Data TVorks. 
Inc .. 142 Idaho 41: 122 P.3d 300: 2005 Ida. LEXIS 151. The court, ho\vever, cannot weigh the 
suiTiciency of tbe evidence related to the claims in the amended pleading. Id. The proposed 
second amendment adds allegations regarding the bankruptcy case of Gordon Jones and the 
etTcct of the discharge upon this action. All parties names in the proposed Second Amended 
Complaint have been aware of or involved in the bankruptcy case and the Defendants Gordon 
Jones and Linda Jones have filed motions to dismiss this action based upon the bankruptcy 
action. See Defendant Gordon A. Jones' Motion to Dismiss and Defendant Linda G. Jones' 
Joinder in Motion to Dismiss. The Defendants cannot claim to be prejudiced by allegations they 
have already confronted. 
The Proposed Second Amended Complaint also alleges two new claims for partition, 
either by physical division of the Franklin County property or by sale thereof with a division of 
the proceeds among the parties according to their interests as determined by this Court. The 
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partition claims are necessary in order to allow plaintiff to execute on his judgment against the 
interest of Defendant Gordon Jones in the Franklin County property. A determination of that 
interest must be made by this Court and the current Amended Complaint contains no allegations 
for partition nor any of the nature, validity and extent of Defendants' interests in the Franklin 
County property on which this Court should rule. 
Finally. the prosecution of this case, although filed in May of 2005, was stayed by reason 
of the bankruptcy case of Gordon Jones. No action could be taken until the entry of the 
discharge in January of this year. Motions then were filed and a hearing held on .I uly 3 1.2009. 
That hearing vvas continued at the request of the counsel for Ddendant Gordon Jones and his 
counsel was ordered to notice his motion back up. Since that time. however, Gordon Jones' 
counsel has made no efTort to move this matter forward. There has been no undue delav and is 
-' 
no prejudice to the Defendants from this amendment Based upon Rule 15( a)( 1) and in the 
interests of justice. plaintifT requests this Court to enter an order aBowing the filing of the 
Proposed Second Amended Complaint. 
A proposed Order is submitted herewith. 
'7 IU~ir 
DATED this .v= day ofOQ.o.b.er, 2009. 
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HOBBS & OLSON. L.c. 
U~9'N W. H6BiBS 
M.&IiGARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
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(Vrv<:~/1--
I hereby certify that on the __ - day of.QetoiJei·, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Kent L. Ha'vvkins 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED 
109 n Arthur - 5th Fir 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE. OLSON. NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 
J&J Livestock. LLC 
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[ J Hand Delivery 
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Ilz(il':racinelmv.nct 
l0i1ail 
[] Fax 801-621-4436 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID Bar #07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID Bar #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintitl Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South. Suite 300 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY. STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individuaL 
Plaintiff: 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES. an individual; 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual; JASON 
JONES, an individuaL J&J LIVESTOCK, 
LLC. a Utah Limited Liability Company: 




SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Case No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Plaintitl hereby complains of Defendants as follows: 
1. This is an action under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. Title 55, Chapter 9 of 
the Idaho Code. In anticipation of judgment, Defendants Gordon A. and Linda G. Jones formed 
a limited liability company and transfened real property located in Franklin County, Idaho to 
that LLC. This action seeks to avoid the transfer, attach the property and enjoin further 
disposition by Defendants of the Franklin County propeliy or of other property. 
2. In further anticipation of the entry of that Judgment Gordon A. Jones transferred 66 
water shares in the Twin Lakes Canal Company to his wife Linda G. Jones and Jason Jones. This 
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action also seeks to avoid the transfer of water shares and attach the propeliy. 
3. This is also an action under Title 6, Pmiicular Actions, Chapter 5, Partition of 
Real Estate of the Idaho Code to partition the interests of the Defendants Gordon A. Jones, Linda 
Jones and Jason Jones according to their respective rights, if any. in the Franklin County 
property. or of other properiy and for a sale of such property. or a part thero±: if it appears that a 
partition cannot be made without great prejudice to the other interest holders therein. 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
4. PlaintitT Allen Grazer is an individual residing in Missoula County, State of 
Montana. 
5. Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones are husband and wife residing in 
Davis County. State of Utah. Jones own real property in Franklin County, State ofldaho "the 
Franklin County property." 
6. Gordon Jones and Linda Jones acquired the Franklin County property by 
WalTanty Deed dated November 8, 2002. 
7. In connection therewith, Gordon Jones obtained 66 shares in the Twin Lakes 
Canal Company on April 2, 2003 ("the water shares"). 
8. The interests of Jones in the Franklin County property and the water shares are 
community propeliy under I.e. 32-906(1). 
9. Defendant Jason Jones is the son of Gordon Jones and Linda Jones. Plaintiffis 
informed and believes Jason Jones is a resident of Franklin County, Idaho, lives on the Franklin 
County property owned by Jones, and farms and/or raises livestock thereon. 
10. Defendant Jason Jones claims an interest in the Franklin County property by 
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reason of a Notice of Interest dated August 12,2005. recorded at the request of Jason Jones in 
the office of the Franklin County Recorder on August 12.2005 as Entry 230848 (the "Notice of 
InteresC). 
11. The interest oUason Jones in the Franklin County property is unknown, 
uncertain, contingent or executory. 
12. Defendant J&J Livestock, LLC was a Utah Limited Liability Company formed in 
the State of Utah. J&J Livestock, LLC's registration as a business entity in the State of Utah 
expired on April 5. 2007. On information and belief: Gordon A. Jones and Linda Jones do 
business under the name of J&J Livestock. LLC business in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
13. The interest of J&J Livestock. LLC in the Franklin County property is unkno\vn. 
uncertain or contingent. 
14. Plaintiff has no knowledge of the names ofJolm Does 1- 10 and the interests 
they may claim in the Franklin County property are unknown, uncertain or contingent. PlaintilT 
will amend this complaint to allege their true names and extent of their interests, if any. when 
such become ascertained. 
15. Jurisdiction over Defendants is proper under I.e. 5-514c( c) and I.C. 6-50 l. 
16. Venue is proper in this county under I.e. 5-401 (1) and I.e. 6-504. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
17. On November 8,2002, Gordon Jones and Linda Jones received, by Warranty 
Deed in excess of 200 acres ofland in Franklin County, Idaho. The Warranty Deed \vas 
recorded in the Office of the Franklin County Recorder on November 12,2002 as Entry 
NO.219428. The land conveyed by the Warranty Deed was identified as Parcels Nos. 908.00, 
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908.01 and 915.00 with the legal description: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND RUNNING 
THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE 
EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 RODS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-Of-WAY FOR ANY AND 
ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS. AND PUBLIC ROADS 
NOW EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES. 
AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF 
LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE-
DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN 
LAKES CANAL COMPANY. 
(hereinafter "the Franklin County property''). 
18. Commencing in 1993 Gordon Jones, as general contractor, built a home for 
Grazer. the Plaintiff in this case, in Davis County, Utah. 
19. On November 1,2002 Jones initiated litigation against Grazer seeking to collect 
approximately $17.000 of unpaid invoices. Grazer counterclaimed alleging construction defects. 
negligence and breaches of contract and vvarranty. This action is known as Gordon Jones and 
IVchard Barney \'. Allen Grazer, Second District Court Davis County, Farmington Department. 
State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN ("the civil case'} 




and his experts began to discuss significant construction defects in the home. and began advising 
counsel for Gordon Jones of the severity of these defects. 
21. On December 15,2004, the Judge in the civil case sent a notice of trial, 
scheduling the matter for trial on April 26-29. 2005. 
22. On December 22, 2004 Gordon Jones and Linda Jones transferred, by quit claim 
deed, the Franklin County property to J&J Livestock, LLC. See Exhibit "A" Cthe quit claim 
deed"). The quit claim deed was recorded on December 27,2004. 
23. J&J Livestock, LLC was formed in the state of Utah on December 28. 2004. 
24. On March 7, 2005 Gordon Jones transferred the water shares to his wife. Linda 
Jones and son. Jason Jones. 
25. The Jones made other transfers in the State of Utah relating to significant assets in 
the State of Utah during this same time period. 
26. On April 26-29, 2005 Judge Allphin of the Second District Court in Utah heard 
the civil case. On April 26, 2005 Judge Allphin dismissed the claims brought by Jones and ruled 
in favor of Grazer on Gordon Jones' claims. On April 29,2005 Judge Allphin declared his 
preliminary intention to award judgment in favor of Grazer and against Gorodn Jones on 
Grazer's counterclaim. Judgment was entered on July 7, 2005 in the amount 01'$1,886,727.87 
with interest accruing thereafter at a per diem rate 0[$70.59 (the "Judgmenf'). See Exhibit "8" 
hereto. 
27. Beginning immediately after the trial, Grazer began to discover that the 
defendants in the civil case had been transferring assets to insiders. On May 18. 2005 Grazer 




"C' hereto. On May 11. 2005 Grazer filed this action for transfers occurring in Idaho. See 
Complaint dated May 11,2005. 
28. On May 13,2005. a Lis Pendens was recorded in the Office of the Franklin 
County Recorder as Entry No. 229796 in connection with the filing of this action and giving 
notice that the action "affects title to specific real property or the right to possession of specific 
real property as identified in the Complaint in this action. The Lis Pendens further set forth the 
legal description of the Franklin County property. See Exhibit "0" hereto. 
29. On the advice of counsel. many of the transfers involved in the Utah and Idaho 
fl'audulent transfer cases were "undone:' As a part of this, the Franklin County property was 
deeded back to Gordon and Linda Jones. 
30. Defendants claimed at the time of trial that no water rights existed for the Franklin 
County property. Since that time the existence ofthe water shares and the fraudulent 
conveyance of the water shares to insiders have been confirmed. 
31. On August 5, 2005, Grazer filed a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment which was 
recorded in the Office of the Franklin County Recorder as Entry No. 231394 and became a lien 
against the Franklin County property as of that date (the "Notice of Foreign JudgmenC). See 
Exhibit "E" hereto. 
The amount remaining due under the Judgment is in excess of$1.672,886.69 as of 
January 17,2008 exclusive of interest, costs and attorneys' fees as allowed under the Judgment 
which continue to accrue. 
33. The value of the Franklin County property and the water shares which are the 
subject of this action is less than the amount due to the plaintiff under the Judgment. 
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34. The Notice of Interest of Defendant Jason Jones, filed on August 12,2005, was 
filed after the Lis Pendens and the Notice of Foreign Judgment and states that the interest of 
Jason Jones "is based upon improvements made, payments made and services rendered on the 
property. The agreed upon arrangement was that the undersigned would receive a portion of the 
property for compensation for the \vork per10rmed (the "arrangemenC)." See Exhibit ''['' hereto. 
35. Gordon Jones filed for protection under chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy 
Code in the District of Utah on April 18, 2006. 
36. Grazer was the principal creditor in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy. 
37. The Trustee of Gordon Jones' bankruptcy estate and Grazer entered into a 
Settlement Agreement on or about January 31,2007 which was attached to the Trustee's Motion 
to Approve Settlement Agreement and For Order Authorizing Abandonment of Property of 
Estate dated February 16, 2007. See Exhibit "G" hereto. 
3 8. The Settlement Agreement states that 
Upon the EtTective Date of the Agreement except for the reserves set forth in 
paragraph 2 of this Agreement any and all property of the Debtor's bankruptcy 
estate of any kind whatsoever, known or unkno\vn, tangible and intangible, 
including, but not limited to real property ... personal property ... causes of 
action ... [including] the Idaho Fraudulent Transfer Action ... shall be deemed 
abandoned and no longer property of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate and Grazer 
shall be deemed to have rei ief from the stay to pursue any and all state court 
remedies against the Debtor and such property. 
Exhibit ''['' (Settlement Agreement), p. 10. 
39. The Settlement Agreement specifically covers real property and personal property 
located in Idaho, including the Franklin County property. ld .. at 4-5. 
40. The Settlement Agreement further states that "Grazer shall be entitled to fully 
pursue all his rights and claims against the aforesaid property, which rights and claims are not 
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altered, amended or affected in any way by this Agreement or by the filing ofthe Debtor's 
Bankruptcy Case." Id.. at 10. 
41. The Settlement Agreement was approved by the Bankruptcy Court in an Order 
dated April 19.2007. A copy of the Order is attached hereto as Exhibit ·'G." 
42. The Order specifically states that Grazer has a "valid, enforceable security interest 
in all the remaining property of the estate" including the Idaho Fraudulent Conveyance Action 
(this current action) and "Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that could have 
been filed by a creditor prior to the filing of the Debtors bankruptcy case ... to recover property 
owed to the Debtor or transferred to third parties by the Debtor" as property that was abandoned 
by the bankruptcy estate and/or for which Mr. Grazer obtained relief from the automatic stay. 
Jd. 4.8. 
43. On January 20,2009. the Honorable Judith A. Boulden issued an Order granting a 
discharge of Gordon Jones' remaining unsecured debt under 11 USC § 727. A copy of the Order 
of Discharge of Debtor is attached hereto as Exhibit "H." 
44. The Order of Discharge "prohibits any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt 
that has been discharged .... However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien such as 
a mOligage or security interest against the debtor's property after the bankruptcy, if that lien was 
not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case." Jd (Order, p. 2, "Explanation of Bankruptcy 
Discharge in a Chapter 7 Case"). 
45. Grazer's Judgment and Grazer's Notice of Foreign Judgment were not avoided by 
the Chapter 7 Trustee of Gordon Jones' bankruptcy estate and remain in place as a valid lien 
against the Franklin County property. 
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment re: Quit Claim Decd to J&J Livestock, LLC) 
46. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs I - 45 above. 
47. The quit claim deed from Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC 'vvas recorded on 
December 27.2004. 
48. J&J Livestock, LLC did not exist until December 28.2004. The quit claim deed. 
which purports to transfer all right, title and interest in the Franklin County property is void ab 
initio. 
49. This comi has the power under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act. I.C. 10-
1201 el seq. to declare the deed void and to declare title to the Franklin County property 
remained at all times in the Jones, grantors under the quit claim deed. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment re: Jason Jones' Notice of Intel"est) 
50. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 49 above. 
51. Defendant Jason Jones' Notice of Interest against Franklin County property is 
based upon an oral agreement that Jason Jones "would receive a portion of the property for 
compensation for the work performed. (emphasis added)"' See Exhibit "E." 
52. Conveyances of an estate in real propeliy are required to be made in writing and 
Defendant Jason Jones' Notice of Interest refers only to a prior oral "arrangemenC \\hich 
violates the Idaho Statute of Frauds. I.e. 9-503. 
53. The Notice ofInterest does not describe the "portion" of the property, the 
"improvements made, payments made and services rendered on the property" subject to the 
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"arrangemenC which is the subject of the Notice ofInterest and, therefore, is void. See Exhibit 
54. The Notice ofInterest is an executory contract for the conveyance of a portion of 
the Franklin County property and Defendant Jason Jones would be entitled to a conveyance only 
upon proving that he had satisfied conditions precedent to the grant that all improvemcnts, 
payments and services had been made or or rendered as required under the "arrangement." 
55. The Notice of Interest was recorded after and is junior to the Notice of Foreign 
Judgment and the Lis Pendens filed in this action, both of which have priority over the Notice of 
Interest. 
56. This Court has the power under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act I.c. 10-
120 I el seq. to declare the Notice ofInterest void or junior to the prior claim of Grazer's Foreign 
Judgment. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act) 
57. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 56 above. 
58. As manager. member and registered agent Gordon Jones at all times material 
hereto controlled J&J Livestock, LLC. 
59. J&J Livestock, LLC was f01111ed for the purpose of holding title to the Franklin 
County propeliy. 
60. The quit claim deed by Gordon Jones and Linda Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC was 
made at a time in discovery when Gordon Jones became aware of the extent of his potential and 
likely liability to Grazer. 
10 
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61. Gordon Jones' transfer of the \vater shares to his vvife and son on March 7, 2005 
was made at a time in discovery when he became aware of the extent of his potential and likely 
liability to Grazer. 
62. Gordon Jones transferred the Franklin County property to J&J Livestock, LLC 
and transfelTed the \vater shares to his wife and son with actual intent to hinder. delay and 
defraud Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
63. Jason Jones' Notice of Interest \vas filed after the Notice of Foreign Judgment 
was filed when he became aware of the extent of Gordon Jones' potential and likely liability to 
Grazer. 
64. The Notice of Interest was filed with actual intent to hinder, delay and defraud 
Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
65. At the time of the quit claim deed and transfer of water shares, Jones had received 
Grazer's expert's report, was facing a trial date on Grazer's claims and believed or reasonably 
should have believed that a judgment was imminent. 
66. On information and belief Gordon Jones and Linda Jones did not receive a 
reasonable equivalent value in exchange for the transfer to J&J Livestock, LLC and did not 
receive a reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfer by Gordon Jones to his wife 
and son of the water shares. 
67. On information and belief: Jason Jones did not give a reasonable equivalent value 
in exchange for a "pOliion" of the Franklin County property. 
68. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance of the transfers of the Franklin County property 




69. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance of the Notice of Interest to the extent necessary 
to satisfy his judgment. 
70. This COUli should attach the Franklin County property and the "vater shares 
pursuant to I.e. 55-916(b) and I.e. 8-505. 
71. Defendants and each of them should be enjoined from further disposing of 
property, real and personal, held in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Partition by Sale of Interests in the Franklin County Property) 
72. PlaintifT realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 71 above. 
73. There are no liens or encumbrances on the property appearing of record or 
othervvise known to plaintiff except the interests of the Defendants as set torth herein vvhich ,,"viII 
be materially affected by this action. 
74. The interest of Gordon Jones and Linda Jones is community property and the 
entire community interest is subject to execution to satisfy the Judgment of Grazer. 
75. In the event that this Court determines that the interest of Linda Jones in the 
Franklin County propeliy is separate propel1y and not subject to execution, this Court should 
make a determination as to the amount and extent of her interest therein. 
76. During the course of this action, it was necessary for plaintiff to procure a title 
report at an expense to plaintiff in the amount of $68.00. Such amount is the reasonable expense 
thereof 
77. The property is so situated that a partition cannot physically be made vvithout 
great prejudice to the parties and this Court should order a sale of the property. 
12 
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78. Partition by sale of the property is more equitable than division in kind of the 
property because the propeny is operated as a functioning whole together with the water shares 
'vvhich provide necessary water to the property as a whole. 
79. This action is brought and partition is sought herein, for the common benefit of 
the parties to preserve and secure to each of them an interest in the proceeds from the sale of the 
property after applying the proceeds to satisfy all amounts due to Grazer under the Judgment. 
80. The proceeds from the sale of the Franklin County property should be applied to 
satisfy: 
a. The general costs of this action; 
b. The costs of the reference; 
c. The satisfaction and cancellation of record of the liens in the order of 
priority, v/ith the Foreign Judgment having first priority; 
d. The residue among the 0'vV11ers of the property sold, according to their 
respecti ve shares therein. 
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Physical Partition of Franklin County Property) 
81. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 80 above. 
82. In the event this Court should determine that the property should be physically 
partitioned. Grazer requests this Court to appoint three (3) referees to divide the property and 
allot the several proportions thereof to the respective parties, quality and quantity relatively 
considered according to the respective rights of the parties as determined by this Court and direct 
the referees to make a report of their proceedings. 
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83. This Court shall confirm, change, modify or set aside the report and enter 
judgment to effect such partition, which judgment shall be binding and conclusive. 
84. The expenses of the referees, including those of a surveyor and his assistants if 
employed, must be asccliained by the Court, together with the fees allowed by the Court in its 
discretion to the referees to be apPOliioned among the different parties to this action equitably. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 
1. For a declaratory order declaring the quit claim deed void ab initio and vesting 
title to the Franklin County property in Jones. 
2. For a declaratory order declaring the Notice ofInterest to be void, executory or 
junior in priority to the Foreign Judgment of Grazer. 
3. For judgment avoiding the transfer of the Franklin County property from Jones to 
J&J Livestock, LLC under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, I.e. 55-916(a). 
4. Forjudgment avoiding the transfer of the water shares from Jones to his wife and 
son under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, I.e. 55-916(a). 
5. For a writ of attachment attaching the Franklin County property to satisfy Grazer's 
judgment against Jones. 
6. For a writ of attachment attaching the water shares to satisfy Grazer's judgment 
against Jones. 
7. For an Order of Partition ordering that the Franklin County property be sold and 




To pay the just proportion of the general costs of the action 
To pay the costs of the reference 
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c. To satisfy and cancel the Foreign Judgment of Grazer 
d. The residue among the parties in accordance with their respective interests 
as detel111ined by this Court. 
8. For an Order of this Court determining the respective rights of the parties in the 
Franklin County property and for an Order appointing three referees to allot portions ofthe 
Franklin County property to the respective parties, quality and quantity relatively considered 
according to the respective rights of the parties as determined by this Court. 
9. For an injunction prohibiting Jones, J&J Livestock, LLC and each of them from 
further disposing of property, real and personal held in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
10. For an order of execution against the Franklin County property and the water 
shares in satisfaction of the Judgment in the civil case. 
11. For attorneys fees and costs pursuant to (I.e. 12-121, 10-1201) and the parties' 
contract. 
12. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this ___ day of October 2009. 
Plaintiffs address: 
Allen F. Grazer 
clo Hobbs & Olson, L.C. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
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HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. Olson 
Of Counsel 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
3J.\ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
. ., {lJ,'.~L 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of Oc~r, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Kent L. Hawkins 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED 
109 n Arthur - 5th FIr 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello. 10 83204-0991 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE. OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 






[ ] Fax 208-232-2499 
[ ] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
[ ] Email ht>·(/\rm.:incL!w.lll,'J. 
Itz/(lracine!a\v.llCl 
~. ' .. _-... - ...... _.-•.... 
[i1lYlail 
[] Fax 801-621-4436 
[ ] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
F i 1 .- 0 1_ t 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON. L.C. 
09 NOV 30 AM Il: I 2 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer V ~ ( 
466 East 500 South. Suite 300 ~~:..:...!~~ ___ _ 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: 1 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff: 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; LINDA 
G. JONES. an individual; J&J LIVESTOCK, 
LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10. 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge ____________ _ 
---,------
Notice is hereby given that the Plaintiffs Motion to file a Second Amended Complaint 
has been set for hearing on Tuesday, December 8, 2009 at 10:00 a.m. Judge Nye bas agreed to 
have counsel participate by telephone; Plaintiff s counsel will be making arrangements for a call 
to counsel and the Court in the event that the other counsel wish to participate by telephone. 
Counsel 'vvishing to participate by telephone should advise PlaintitTs counsel by 5:00 p.m. 011 
Friday, December 4,2009. of the phone number at which they can be reached at 10:00 on 
Tuesday, December 8. 
DATED this 2~ day of November, 2009. 
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HOBBS & OLSON, LC. 
OLNW.HO BS 
ARGARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for PlaintitT Allen F. Grazer 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the zs- day of November, 2009, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Kent 1. Hawkins 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED 
109 N Arthur - 5th Fir 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 
J&J Li\'estock, LLC 
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[v(Email 
khawk i L/l,111erriI l&mcrrill ,com 
[ ] Mail 
[ ] Fax 208-232-2499 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
H1'ft11aillve i ciJracinclaw.net 
11z:dracinehnv. net 
[ ] Mail 
[ ] Fax 801-621-4436 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
F I LED 
09 DEC - 7 M111: 23 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; LINDA 
G. JONES, an individual; J&J LIVESTOCK, 
LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
STIPULATION FOR FILING 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge -----
Comes now the Plaintiff and Defendants, by and through counsel of record, and hereby 
stipulate and agree that Plaintiff may file a Second Amended Complaint in the above-entitled 
matter. A copy of the Second Amended Complaint is attached hereto. 
DATED this-,-_day of lJe(tnt-d~/, 2009. 
4685\0031Stip 2dAmdComp 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
LIN'c(){NW HOBBS 
Mi-R'GARET H. OLSON 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
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MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED 
Kent L. Hawkins 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
Lane B. Erickson 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones 
and J&J Livestock, LLC 
MERRILL & MEl1RILL, CHARTERED 
~~l:!:G.JO~S 
2 
RACINE. OLSON, NYE. BUDGE & 
BAILEY, CHARTERED 
Lane B. Erickson 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A" Jones 
and J&J Livestock, LLC 
~1 
MERRlLL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
_._._-------- .~--
Kent L. I-{awkins 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda 0- Jones 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & 
BATLEY, CHARTERED 
~'~"n -.-;01-'........-.-rt".--~.-
Attol11cys for Dde an s 
and J&1 Livestock, LLC 
F 1 LED 
09 DEC - 7 At11!: 23 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID Bar #07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID Bar #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attomeys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COlJNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual: JASON 
JONES. an individuaL J&J LIVESTOCK, 
LLC, a Utah Limited Liability Company; 
and John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
Case No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
Plaintiff hereby complains of Defendants as follows: 
1. This is an action under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Title 55, Chapter 9 of 
the Idaho Code. In anticipation of judgment, Defendants Gordon A. and Linda G. Jones formed 
a limited liability company and transferred real property located in Franklin County, Idaho to 
that LLC. This action seeks to avoid the transfer, attach the property and enjoin further 
disposition by Defendants of the Franklin County property or of other property. 
2. In tllrther anticipation of the entry of that Judgment, Gordon A. Jones transfelTed 66 
water shares in the Twin Lakes Canal Company to his wife Linda G. Jones and Jason Jones. This 
4685\003lCornplaint 2ndArnd 
action also seeks to avoid the transfer of water shares and attach the property. 
3. This is also an action under Title 6, Particular Actions, Chapter 5, Partition of 
Real Estate of the Idaho Code to partition the interests of the Defendants Gordon A. .I ones. Linda 
Jones and Jason Jones according to their respective rights, if any, in the Franklin County 
property, or of other property and for a sale of such property, or a part therot~ if it appears that a 
partition cannot be made without great prejudice to the other interest holders therein. 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
4. Plaintiff Allen Grazer is an individual residing in Missoula County. State of 
Montana. 
5. Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones are husband and wife residing in 
Davis County, State of Utah. Jones own real property in Franklin County, State ofIdaho "the 
Franklin County propeliy." 
6. Gordon Jones and Linda Jones acquired the Franklin County property by 
Wananty Deed dated November 8, 2002. 
7. In connection therewith, Gordon Jones obtained 66 shares in the Twin Lakes 
Canal Company on April 2, 2003 ("the water shares"). 
8. The interests of .I ones in the Franklin County propeliy and the \vater shares are 
community property under I.e. 32-906(1). 
9. Defendant Jason Jones is the son of Gordon J ones and Linda Jones. Plaintiff is 
informed and believes Jason Jones is a resident of Franklin County. Idaho lives on the Franklin . ~ , 
County property o\\TIed by Jones, and farms and/or raises livestock thereon. 
10. Defendant Jason Jones claims an interest in the Franklin County property by 
4685\003\Cornplaint 2ndArnd 
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reason of a Notice ofInterest dated August 12,2005, recorded at the request of Jason Jones in 
the oHice of the Franklin County Recorder on August 12, 2005 as Entry 230848 (the "Notice of 
Interest "). 
11. The interest of Jason Jones in the Franklin County property is unknown, 
unceliain, contingent or executory. 
12. Defendant J&J Livestock, LLC was a Utah Limited Liability Company formed in 
the State of Utah. J&J Livestock, LLC's registration as a business entity in the State of Utah 
expired on AprilS, 2007. On information and belief~ Gordon A. Jones and Linda Jones do 
business under the name ofJ&J Livestock, LLC business in Franklin County, State ofIdaho. 
13. The interest oO&J Livestock, LLC in the Franklin County property is unknown, 
uncertain or contingent. 
14. Plaintitlhas no knowledge of the names ofJohn Does 1 - 10 and the interests 
they may claim in the Franklin County prope11y are unknO\vn, uncertain or contingent. Plaintiff 
will amend this complaint to allege their true names and extent of their interests, if any, when 
such become ascertained. 
15. Jurisdiction over Defendants is proper under I.C. 5-514c(c) and I.e. 6-501. 
16. Venue is proper in this county under I.C. 5-401(1) and I.e. 6-504. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
17. On November 8, 2002, Gordon Jones and Linda Jones received, by Warranty 
Deed in excess of200 acres ofland in Franklin County, Idaho. The Warranty Deed was 
recorded in the Office of the Franklin County Recorder on November 12, 2002 as Entry 




908.01 and 915.00 with the legal description: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH. RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND RUNNING 
THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE 
EAST 240 RODS: THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 RODS TO THE PLACE OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR ANY AND 
ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS 
NOW EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES, 
AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF 
LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE-
DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE MERIDIAN, FRr,\NKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN 
LAKES CANAL COMPANY. 
(hereinafter "the Franklin County property') 
18. Commencing in 1993 Gordon Jones, as general contractor, built a home for 
Grazer, the Plaintiff in this case, in Davis County, Utah. 
19. On November 1,2002 Jones initiated litigation against Grazer seeking to collect 
approximately $17,000 of unpaid invoices. Grazer counterclaimed alleging construction defects, 
negligence and breaches of contract and warranty. This action is known as Gordon Jones and 
Richard Barney v. Allen Grazer, Second District Comi, Davis County, Farmington Depmiment, 
State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN ("the civil case"). 
20. The parties commenced the discovery phase of the civil case. In late 2004 Grazer 
4 
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and his experts began to discuss significant construction defects in the hori1e, and began advising 
counse I for Gordon Jones of the severity of these defects. 
21. On December 15,2004, the Judge in the civil case sent a notice of triaL 
scheduling the matter for trial on April 26-29, 2005. 
22. On December 22, 2004 Gordon Jones and Linda Jones transferred, by quit claim 
deed, the Franklin County property to J&J Livestock, LLC. See Exhibit "A" ("the quit claim 
deed"). The quit claim deed was recorded on December 27, 2004. 
23. J&J Livestock, LLC was formed in the state of Utah on December 28, 2004. 
24. On March 7. 2005 Gordon Jones transferred the water shares to his wife, Linda 
Jones and son, Jason Jones. 
25. The Jones made other transfers in the State of Utah relating to significant assets in 
the State of Utah during this same time period. 
26. On April 26-29, 2005 Judge Allphin of the Second District Court in Utah heard 
the civil case. On April 26, 2005 Judge Allphin dismissed the claims brought by Jones and ruled 
in favor of Grazer on Gordon Jones' claims. On April 29, 2005 Judge Allphin declared his 
preliminary intention to a\vard judgment in favor of Grazer and against Gorodn Jones on 
Grazer's counterclaim. Judgment was entered on July 7,2005 in the amount 01'$1,886,727.87 
\vith interest accruing thereafter at a per diem rate of $70.59 (the "Judgment"). See Exhibit "B" 
hereto. 
27. Beginning immediately after the trial, Grazer began to discover that the 
defendants in the civil case had been transferring assets to insiders. On May 18, 2005 Grazer 




"C" hereto. On Mav 11, 2005 Grazer filed this action for transfers occulTing in Idaho. See . ~ 
Complaint dated May 11, 2005. 
28. On May 13,2005, a Lis Pendens was recorded in the OffIce of the Franklin 
County Recorder as Entry No. 229796 in connection vvith the filing of this action and giving 
notice that the action "affects title to specitlc real property or the right to possession of specific 
real property as identified in the Complaint in this action. The Lis Pendens further set forth the 
legal description of the Franklin County property. See Exhibit "D" hereto. 
29. On the advice of counsel, many of the transfers involved in the Utah and Idaho 
fraudulent transfer cases \vere "undone." As a part of this, the Franklin County property was 
deeded back to Gordon and Linda Jones. 
30. Defendants claimed at the time of trial that no water rights existed for the Franklin 
County prope11y. Since that time the existence of the water shares and the fraudulent 
conveyance of the water shares to insiders have been confirmed. 
31. On August 5, 2005, Grazer filed a Notice of Filing Foreign Judgment which was 
recorded in the OffIce of the Franklin County Recorder as Entry No. 231394 and became a lien 
against the Franklin County property as of that date (the "Notice of Foreign JudgmenC). See 
Exhibit "E" hereto. 
32. The amount remaining due under the Judgment is in excess of $1 ,672,886.69 as of 
January 17,2008 exclusive of interest, costs and attorneys' fees as allowed under the Judgment 
which continue to accrue. 
33. The value of the Franklin County property and the water shares which are the 




34. The Notice ofInterest of Defendant Jason Jones, filed on August 12,2005, was 
filed after the Lis Pendens and the Notice of Foreign Judgment and states that the interest of 
Jason Jones "is based upon improvements made, payments made and services rendered on the 
propeliy. The agreed upon arrangement was that the undersigned would receive a portion of the 
property for compensation for the work perfofmed (the "arrangement")." See Exhibit "F" hereto. 
35. Gordon Jones filed for protection under chapter 7 of the United States Bankruptcy 
Code in the District ofVtah on April IS, 2006. 
36. Grazer was the principal creditor in the Chapter 7 bankruptcy. 
37. The Trustee of Gordon Jones' bankruptcy estate and Grazer entered into a 
Settlement Agreement on or about January 31,2007 which was attached to the Trustee's Motion 
to Approve Settlement Agreement and F Of Order Authorizing Abandonment of Property of 
Estate dated February 16,2007. See Exhibit "G" hereto. 
38. The Settlement Agreement states that 
Upon the Effective Date of the Agreement, except for the reserves set forth in 
paragraph 2 of this Agreement, any and all property of the Debtor's bankruptcy 
estate of any kind whatsoever, known or unknow11, tangible and intangible, 
including, but not limited to real property ... personal property ... causes of 
action ... [including] the Idaho Fraudulent Transfer Action ... shall be deemed 
abandoned and no longer property of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate and Grazer 
shall be deemed to have relief from the stay to pursue any and all state court 
remedies against the Debtor and such property. 
Exhibit 'T' (Settlement Agreement), p. 10. 
39. The Settlement Agreement specifically covers real property and personal property 
located in Idaho, including the Franklin County property. Id.. at 4-5. 
40. The Settlement Agreement further states that "Grazer shall be entitled to fully 
pursue all his rights and claims against the aforesaid property, which rights and claims are not 
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altered, amended or affected in any way by this Agreement or by the tiling of the Debtor's 
Bankruptcy Case." ld. at 10. 
41. The Settlement Agreement was approved by the Bankruptcy Court in an Order 
dated April 19,2007. A copy of the Order is attached hereto as Exhibit "G:' 
42. The Order specitically states that Grazer has a "valid, enforceable security interest 
in all the remaining property of the estate" including the Idaho Fraudulent Conveyance Action 
(this cutTent action) and "Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that could have 
been filed by a creditor prior to the tiling of the Debtors bankruptcy case ... to recover property 
owed to the Debtor or transfened to third parties by the Debtor" as property that was abandoncd 
by the bankruptcy estate and/or for \\"hich Mr. Grazer obtained relief il:om the automatic stay. 
ld.. 4,8. 
43. On January 20, 2009, the Honorable Judith A. Boulden issued an Order granting a 
discharge of Gordon Jones' remaining unsecured debt under 11 USC § 727. A copy of the Order 
of Discharge of Debtor is attached hereto as Exhibit "H." 
44. The Order of Discharge "prohibits any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt 
that has been discharged .... Ho\vever, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien such as 
a mOligage or security interest, against the debtor's property after the bankruptcy, if that lien was 
not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case." ld. (Order, p. 2, "Explanation of Bankruptcy 
Discharge in a Chapter 7 Case"). 
45. Grazer's Judgment and Grazer's Notice of Foreign Judgment were not avoided by 
the Chapter 7 Trustee of Gordon Jones' bankruptcy estate and remain in place as a valid lien 
against the Franklin County property. 
8 
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FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratol1' Judgment re: Quit Claim Deed to J&J Livestock, LLC) 
46. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 45 above. 
47. The quit claim deed from Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC was recorded on 
December 27, 2004. 
48. J&J Livestock, LLC did not exist until December 28,2004. The quit claim deed, 
which purports to transfer all right, title and interest in the Franklin County property is void ab 
initio. 
49. This cOUl1 has the power under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, I.C. 10-
1201 et seq. to declare the deed void and to declare title to the Franklin County property 
remained at all times in the Jones, grantors under the quit claim deed. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Declaratory Judgment re: Jason Jones' Notice of Interest) 
50. Plaintiff incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 49 above. 
51. Defendant Jason Jones' Notice of Interest against Franklin COLlnty property is 
based upon an oral agreement that Jason Jones "would receive a p011ion of the property for 
compensation for the work performed. (emphasis added)" See Exhibit "E." 
52. Conveyances of an estate in real prope11y are required to be made in writing and 
Defendant Jason Jones' Notice ofInterest refers only to a prior oral "arrangement" which 
violates the Idaho Statute of Frauds. I.e. 9-503. 
53. The Notice ofInterest does not describe the "portion" of the property, the 
"improvements made, payments made and services rendered on the property" subject to the 
9 
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"anangement" which is the subject oftlle Notice ofInterest and, therefore, is void. See Exhibit 
54. The Notice of Interest is an executory contract for the conveyance of a portion of 
the Franklin County property and Defendant Jason Jones would be entitled to a conveyance only 
upon proving that he had satisfied conditions precedent to the grant, that all improvements, 
payments and services had been made or or rendered as required under the "anangement." 
55. The Notice of Interest was recorded after and is junior 10 the Notice of Foreign 
Judgment and the Lis Pendens filed in this action, both of which have priority over the Notice of 
Interest. 
56. This COUli has the power under the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act I.e. 10-
1201 et seq. to declare the Notice ofInterest void or junior to the prior claim of Grazer's Foreign 
Judgment. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act) 
57. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 56 above. 
58. As manager, member and registered agent, Gordon Jones at all times material 
hereto controlled J&J Livestock, LLe. 
59. J&J Livestock, LLC was fonned for the purpose of holding title to the Franklin 
County property. 
60. The quit claim deed by Gordon Jones and Linda Jones to J&J Livestock, LLC was 
made at a time in discovery when Gordon Jones became aware of the extent of his potential and 
likely liability to Grazer. 
10 
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61. Gordon Jones' transfer of the water shares to his \vife and son on March 7, 2005 
was made at a time in discovery v,-hen he became aware of the extent of his potential and likely 
liability to Grazer. 
62. Gordon Jones transferred the Franklin County property to J&J Livestock, LLC 
and transfeITed the water shares to his wife and son with actual intent to hinder, delay and 
defraud Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
63. Jason Jones' Notice ofInterest was filed after the Notice of Foreign Judgment 
\vas filed vlhen he became aware of the extent of Gordon Jones' potential and likely liability to 
Grazer. 
64. The Notice ofInterest was filed with actual intent to hinder, delay and defraud 
Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
65. At the time of the quit claim deed and transfer of water shares, Jones had received 
Grazer's expert's report, was facing a trial date on Grazer's claims and believed or reasonably 
should have believed that ajudgment was imminent. 
66. On information and beliet~ Gordon Jones and Linda Jones did not receive a 
reasonable equivalent value in exchange for the transfer to J&J Livestock, LLC and did not 
receive a reasonably equivalent valuG in exchange for the transfer by Gordon Jones to his wife 
and son of the water shares. 
67. On information and belief, Jason Jones did not give a reasonable equivalent value 
in exchange for a "portion" of the Franklin County propeliy. 
68. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance of the transfers of the Franklin County property 
and the water shares to the extent necessary to satisfy his judgment. 
11 
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69. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance of the Notice ofInterest to the extent necessary 
to satisfy his judgment. 
70. This Court should attach the Franklin County property and the water shares 
pursuant to I.e. 55-916(b) and I.C. 8-505. 
71. Defendants and each of them should be enjoined fi .. om fUl1her disposing of 
property, real and personal, held in Franklin County, State ofIdaho. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Partition by Sale of Interests in the Franklin County Property) 
72. Plaintiff realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - 71 above. 
73. There are no liens or encumbranees on the property appearing of record or 
otherwise knovm to plaintiff except the interests of the Defendants as set forth herein which will 
be materially affected by this action. 
74. The interest of Gordon Jones and Linda Jones is community property and the 
entire community interest is subject to execution to satisfy the Judgment of Grazer. 
75. In the event that this Court determines that the interest of Linda Jones in the 
Franklin Connty property is separate property and not subject to execution, this Court should 
make a detennination as to the amount and extent of her interest therein. 
76. During the course of this action, it was necessary for plaintifIto procure a title 
report at an expense to plaintiff in the amount of $68.00. Such amount is the reasonable expense 
thereof. 
77. The property is so situated that a paJ.iition cannot physically be made w'ithout 
great prejudice to the parties and this Court should order a sale of the property. 
4685\003\Complaint 2ndAmd 
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78. Partition by sale of the property is mOl~e equitable than division in kind of the 
property because the propeliy is operated as a functioning whole together with the water shares 
which provide necessary water to the propeliy as a whole. 
79. This action is brought and pmiition is sought herein, for the C01111110n benefit of 
the parties to preserve and secure to each of them an interest in the proceeds from the sale of the 
property after applying the proceeds to satisfy all amounts due to Grazer under the Judgment. 
SO. The proceeds from the sale of the Franklin County property should be applied to 
satisfy: 
a. The general costs of this action; 
b. The costs of the reference; 
c. The satisfaction and cancellation of record of the liens in the order of 
priority. with the Foreign Judgment having first priority; 
d. The residue among the OW11ers of the prope11y sold, according to their 
respective shares therein. 
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Physical Partition of Franklin County PI-operty) 
Sl. Plaintiff realleges m1d incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 - SO above. 
82. In the event this Court should detennine that the propeliy should be physically 
partitioned, Grazer requests this Court to appoint three (3) referees to divide the property and 
allot the several proportions thereof to the respective parties, quality and quantity relatively 
considered according to the respective rights of the pm1ies as determined bv this Court and direct 
the referees to make a report of their proceedings. 
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83. This Court shall confirm, change, modify or set aside the report and enter 
judgment to effect such partition, which judgment shall be binding and conclusive. 
84. The expenses of the referees, including those of a surveyor and his assistants if 
employed, must be asceliained by the Court, together with the fees allowed by the COUli in its 
discretion to the referees to be apportioned among the different parties to this action equitably. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief as follows: 
1. For a declaratory order declaring the quit claim deed void ab initio and vesting 
title to the Franklin County property in Jones. 
2. For a declaratory order declaring the Notice of Interest to be void, executory or 
junior in priority to the Foreign Judgment of Grazer. 
3. For judgment avoiding the transfer of the Franklin County property from Jones to 
J&J Livestock, LLC under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, I.e. 55-916(a). 
4. For judgment avoiding the transfer of the water shares fl:om Jones to his wife and 
son under the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, I.C. 55-916(a). 
5. For a v\Tit of attachment attaching the Franklin County property to satisfy Grazer's 
judgment against Jones. 
6. For a vvTit of attachment attaching the water shares to satisfy Grazer's jUdgment 
against Jones. 
7. For an Order of Partition ordering that the Franklin County property be sold and 
the proceeds equitably distributed as follows: 
a. To pay the just proportion of the general costs of the action 




c. To satisfY and cancel the Foreign Judgment of Grazer 
d. The residue among the parties in accordance with their respective interests 
as detenl1ined by this Court. 
8. For an Order of this Court detem1ining the respective rights of the parties in the 
Franklin County property and for an Order appointing three referees to allot portions of the 
Franklin County property to the respective parties, quality and quantity relatively considered 
according to the respective rights of the p3.1iies as determined by this Court. 
9. For an injunction prohibiting Jones, J&J Livestock, LLC and each of them from 
further disposing of propeliy, real and personal held in Franklin County, State of Idaho. 
10. For an order of execution against the Franklin County property and the water 
shares in satisfaction of the Judgment in the civil case. 
11. For attomeys fees and costs pursuant to (I.e. 12-121, 10-120 I) and the parties' 
contract. 
12. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this if day of December, 2009. 
I 
Plaintitr s address: 
Allen F. Grazer 
clo Hobbs & Olson, L.e. 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
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HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Mi garet H. Olson 
WCounsel 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
. ~
I hereby certify that on the L day of o€tcr!sei, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy 
I 
of the foregoing to be served upon the following in the manner indicated: 
Kent L. Hawkins 
MERRILL & MERRILL CHARTERED 
109 n Arthur - 5th FIr 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello,ID 83204-0991 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
Lane V. Erickson 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY 
CHARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Attorneys for Defendants Gordon A. Jones and 
J&J Livestock, LLC 
16 
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[ ] Email 
[..y'Mail 
[ ] Fax 208-232-2499 
[] Fed Ex 
[ J Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
[ ] Emaillve(dl racinelmv.net 
~~~~inela'vv.lJ.et 
[] Fax 801-621-4436 
[] Fed Ex 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Personally Served 
EXHIBIT A 
228503 
Rr:d:d. . at tha request r;t 
~
Mail Tcu Notie. To: 
Gor.do1S & Linda Jon~ 
235 WI-St 1400 North, .BolUlrifol, UT 84010 ,:0,: 
QUIT-C~ DEED 
GORDON A. JONES IUld LINDA G. JONES, Gtlgltors of Davis County. State ofUt&h, 
hereby QUIT CLAIM to J&J LIV.ESTOCK !..Le. for the sum ofTEN DOLLARS AND OTHER 
GOOD AND VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the followintde8cn"bed tract of land in FrWdin County, 
State of Idaho: 
COMMENCING AT A POINT S3~3/4 RODS NORm OF nm SOUI'HBAST CORNER. OF 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 38 BAST 
OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN. FRANKLIN COt..1N'N, IDAHO, AND RUNNING THENCE 
WEST 2.40 ROOS, THENCB NOR.TH 53-314ltODS, nmNCB BAST 240 R.ODS~ 'I'lmNC8 
SOUTH 53-314 RODS TO TI1E PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RBSERV!NG ARIGHT -OF-WA '( POR..ANY AND ALL llUUOA TION Drrams 
AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW E.X.ISTINO OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREMISES, .o\.ND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING l'HBRBFR.OMA STlUP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE 
ALONG nrs EAST SIDE OF TIiE ABOVB-DBSClUBlID LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOt!I'HWES1' QtJARTBR. THE NOR1HBAST QUARTER. OF 
THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER. AND TIiE SOtmfW!ST QUARTER OP THE SOU1'liE.AST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOU'I'li. RANGE 38 BAST OF niB BOISE MERIDIAN, 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TW1N LAlC.BS CANAL COMPANY. 
TAX SERI.A.L NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO easements. restrictions, covenanta ~d rights of way appearing of recoro or 
enforceable in law or equity. . 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor(s) this 
STATE OF UTAH , 
COUNrl OF DA VIS 
.' ss: 
LINDA G. JONES{! 
On the ,1..;L day of 004, personally appeared. befO£'e me GORDON A. 







L1NCOL' W. HOBBS. ESQ. (48-+S) 
\iARGARET H. OLSON. ESQ. (0296) 
T A \-1,\RA K. PRI)'"CE. ESQ. (5224) 
HOBBS &. alSO'!. L.c. 
AHumt:y~ fN D~felldamTolmt~rclaim 
PlainutT Alkn F. GrJzer 
525 South JOO EaSI 
Sail Lnko:: City.ltah S411 J 
Telephone: (SUI) 519-2555 
facsimile: (8Ul) S19-2Y99 
FILED 
[JUL 1 11005 I 
SECOND 
DISTRICT COURT 
1\ THE SECO\'D JLDlCIAL DISTRICT (,OLRT Of DAVIS COlf]\TI' 
FAJt\-ll\'GTO\' DEPARTMENT. STATE OF UTAH 
GORDO:-: JONES. :lJ1 individual: and 
RICHARD BAR,\EY. an indi\'iduill, 
ALLEN GRi\ZER. an im.lividllal, 
Ddendant. 
ALLEN F. GJt<\ZER. 
Cuullterclaim PlaintitT. 
GORDO'! A. )O\'ES: nnd RICHAltD 
BAR\,EY. 
Coullterciaim Defendants. 
GORDO' JONES. an individual: alld 
RICHARD 8AR:\EY. an indinJuai: 





GORDO'" A. JO:\ES A"'O RICHARD 
B...I,.R.'1EY 
Recorded at the request of 
.tAo~E,':::, ~ OL5(l f-! 
3'\5 
_a.m. SEP 23 2005 p.m._·_ 
V. ELLIOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
BYS~~dJ...oS Oeputy 
FRANKLI OUNTY, IDAHO 
Civil :\0. (21)700570 C:\ 
Judg.: \1ichad G. Allphin 
J018~39733 












R \V DESIG:\. INC'.. a Lilah corporatiun: 
ROBERT W. SPEIRS PLU:\1BI:\G. INC'.. 
a Ll:lh corporation; scan SESSIO;-';S.:m 
il1lliviJlI~J: ~nd Nl!-TRE:\D ELECTRIC 
CO\IPA1-\1'. <l Ll:lh corpor..1I1on. 
Thtrd Pany D\!fend:\l1!s. 
The abo\'e-<!nrilled mailer was tried tx-torc The Honorabk ~1i.:hnd G. Allphin on April 20 
through 29, 2005. Plainliffs \\-~re repr<!5cl1Icd by their ('ounst:!. D,l\'id A. Van Dyke :md Kt!nt 8. 
SCOlt: Defendant was represcnwd by his coun:;<."!. Lincoln W. Hobbs and TsmarJ K. Prince. 
H;)\'ing heard the testimony. ha\'jng rcvicwcd lhe e=-hjbil~ otlere-d to and rccci\cd by Ihe 
Coun. and having considered rhe Inw. ~nd tlle COUlt ha\'ing entered Findings orr-act and Con-
cllISi~'I1S of La\\' on June 17,2005. 
fT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJt.;DGED A~D DECREED THAT: 
f. Dct'endunt Afien F. Grazer be awnrdedjudgmenl :lgaill~1 Gordon A. Jones :md 
Richmd Bamey. jointly and se\-eraHy, in rhe :tnJOllilt ors L5~5.00(}.OO plus addilion:ll 
con~eqtlCnri;l1 d:ll1l:.1ges 01'5·10,669.97 lor the ,'ol1!metor's fee, S 31.062.50 for payments to Valld 
for n:pmrs. 59.968.4! lor moving and storage: C':-.pen:>es. 5133512.61 for fC<lson<lbk a1l0mey's 
fees and cos!.; through :VIa) J l. 2005. 5 1.783.12 for dirC:Cl kga! CO"I$ Ihrough April 24. 2()t)5. 
S 1. -i57.8 f for direct leg:!l costs atler April 24, 2005. 57.305.00 paid to expert :Vlanhew Roblez. 
P.E., ;lOd prejudgment interest in the amoullt of575.%8.45 through June 22. 2()05 (or.1 towl 
amount of S I.S86.727.S7; 
2. Together will1 interesl al the.1t the prejudglllclll rate ;]cL'ruing :1t the rare of S70.5Y 












3. Togerher \\ irh p<lsl-judgmelll !J1tere~t :}ccruing at thc judgment l~l{e. until raid: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED rh:lI rhis Judgmc!l! ~hall be augmented by reasonable costs 
and attorneys' fees c:\pcnded In connection wirh ,;ftorl:'i [hal havc been incurred since \1ay J I. 
20fl:, 'llld thai arc Ilcce~~ita[cd in collecting IlllS Judg.ment by c'(ccmiol1 or utherwlse n~ sh:\!1 be 
e'::51;Jbli,llt:!u by Aflidn\·it. 
DATEDthi,$'YOf~5 
APPROVED AS TO FOR..\1: 
BABCOCK. SCOTT & BABCOCK 
Da\'id A. Van Dyke 
A!lomcys for Pl:lmlltlS 
HOBBS 8: alSO'\; 
~d!td.f/Q~-z-; 
Lincoln W. Hobbs & Obc!1 
Margaret H. Olson 
T;U}w;\ K. Prince 
Allorneys for Defendant 
-' 
BY THE COURT: 
STATE OF UTAH } 
COUNlY OF DAVIS 55. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THS IS It 1'Rll! COPY (J' THE 
ORIGINAL ON ~,JtJN MY 0fRCC. 
DATFOTHlS~CF. :<:'tl.~ 
AlYSON E BROWN ~ ""-olIoIO. ......... 
CLER~ THE CO~ 
BY 6;:b l' ~A~tfJ!UlY 










CEIH1F1CATE OF DELlYEHY 
I hereby \:':11i(y [11<11 on lhc ~ day of 9Jj , lO()S. 1 caused u true and 
correct cory orlhe fOfl!going to be ,cm via facsimile and to be and mailed, tirsl class, post,lge 
prepaid. \0 the following: 
D'1Vid A, Van Dyke, Esq. 
2900 West HIghway 24 
Post Onice 80\ 17 
Tcas{htlc. CT 84773 
Allomev for PlninritTslCounrcn.;!;lII11 
Defendants,Third Party PluimifTs 
Gordon A. Jones ;Jl1d Richard B,lnlCY 
FAX #435-425-3329 
Stephen F. Noel, Esq. 
SMITH KNOWLES P.c. 
4723 H;lfrlson Bhd .. Suite 200 
Ogden. UT 84403 
AttOl11eys for Third-Party D..:rcnJalHs 




Kent B. Scott, Esq. 
BABCOCK. SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 200 SOllth, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
CO-COUll:>"! for Plaintiffs/Counterclaim 
Defendants/Third Party Plaimit1s 
Gordon A_ 1011':5 and Richard 8:Jrney 
FAX #531-7060 
Nu-Trend Electric Compao); 
57 West 200 Nonh 
Bountiful. UT 840 I 0 
Third-P;lrly DdcndJilI Pro Se 
Scot! Sessions 
189 W.:st Tobc Drive 
O::ntt:rvllle. LT S.:IOI4 
Third-Party DcI~lld~lllt Pru Sl' 
EXHIBIT C 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS. ESQ. (4848) 
MARGARET H. OLSON, ESQ. (6296) 
TAMARA K. PRINCE, ESQ. (5224) 
HOBBS & OLSON. L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
------------. 
IN THE SECOND JUDICIAL DlSTRICT COURT OF DAVIS COc'NTY 
FAR'LvfINGTON DEPARTJ\,lENT. STATE OF UTAH 
ALLEN F. GRi\ZER, 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES and LINDA G. JONES, 
husband and wife: RICHARD H. BARNEY 
and RENAE C/\RNON BARNEY. husband 
and wife: THE LINDA G. JONES FAMILY 




Judge __________________ __ 
Plaintiff hereby complains of Defendants as follows: 
1. This is an action under the Uniform fraudulent Transfer Act Title 26, Chapter 5 
oftbe lJmh Code. In anticipation of judgment. Detendants Gordon A. Jones and Richqrd H. 
Barney transferred real property located in Davis County. Ctah. to their wives and to a "1'amily 
partnership". This action seeks to avoid the transfer. attach the property. and enjoin further dis-
position by Defendants of the Davis County property or of other property. 
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PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
2. Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer is an individual residing in Davis County, State of Utah. 
.., 
..l. Defendants Gordon A. Jones and Linda G. Jones are husband and wife residing in 
Davis County. State of Utah. 
4. Defendants Richard H. Barney and Renae Ca..mon Barney are husband and wife 
residing in Davis County, State of Utah. 
5. On information and belief, Defendant Linda C3. Jones Family Partnership is a 
Ctah entity; however, no registration exists with the Utah Department of Commerce. On infor-
mation and belief Linda G. Jones is a partner of Linda G . .lones Family Partnership. 
6. .lurisdiction over Defendants is proper under Utah Code Ann. § 78-3-4 (2000). 
7. Venue is proper in this county under Utah Code Ann. § 78-13-1 (1953), 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
8. Beginning in August 24, 2000, Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Barney o\\l1cd an 
Apartment Building in Davis County. Utah. The real property is identified as Parcel \To. 07-031-
0075 \vith the following legal description: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT 82.50 fEET WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE 
OF A STREET FROl'vl THE SOUTHEAST COR.i~ER Of LOT J, BLOCK 12, 
PLAT "A", fARMINGTON TOWNSITE SURVEY. IN THE CITY OF FARiv1-
INGTON, THENCE \VEST 32.5 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00°04'38" WEST 
65.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45"02'19" WEST 42.46 FEET: THENCE WEST 
85.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF PROPERTY CONVEYED IN W/\.R-
RANTY DEED IN BOOK 984 AT PAGE 838 IN THE RECORDS OF DA VIS 
COUNTY, UTAH; THENCE NORTH OO"04'3S" WEST 153.86 FEET, MORE 
OR LESS, TO THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 OF SAID BLOCK 12; THENCE 
NORTH 89°59'37" EAST 263.00 FEET ALONG SAID NORTH LINE OF LOT 
2 TO THE WEST LINE OF A STREET; THENCE SOUTH 00°04'38" EAST 
2 
156.00 FEET ALONG SAID STREET; THENCE WEST 115.00 FEET, MORE 
OR LESS. TO THE WEST LINE OF THE EAST HALF OF SAID LOT 1; 
THENCE SOUTH 00°04'38" EAST 92.89 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGIN-
NI0JG. 
PARCEL NO. 07-031-0075 
SUBJECT TO: Coumy and/or City Taxes not delinquent, Bonds and/or Special 
Assessments not delinquent and Covenants, Conditions. Restrictions, Rights-of· 
Way, Easements, and Reservations now of Record. 
(hereinafter "the Apartment Building"). 
9. Upon information and belier: by August of2001. Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. 
Jones, and Richard H. Barney owned real property in Davis County, UL:1.h. The real property is 
identified as Parcel Nos. 06-027-0007 and 06-027-0008. 
10. Upon information and beliet~ by August of 200 1, Gordon A. Jones Construction 
oW'ned real property in Davis County, Utah. The real property is located at 1440 North 1445 
West. Bountiful City in Davis County, Utah with the follO\ving legal description: 
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A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 
2 NORTH. RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGfNNING AT A POINT SOUTH 1071.04 FEET AND EAST 305.30 FEET 
FROl'vl THE CEi'-iTER OF SECTION 14. TO\VNSHIP 2 NORTH., RANGE 1 
WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, AND RUNNING THENCE 
NORTH OD21 rv131S WEST 501.36 FEET; THENCE EAST 100,00 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH OD21M31S EAST 501.36 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE 
OF A 50 FOOT RIGHT OF WAY: THENCE WEST 100.00 FEET TO THE 
POINT OF BEGINNING. 
TOGETHER WITH }\ND SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
REIGHT OF \VA Y: BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE WEST 
LINE OF HO\VARD STREET AND THE NORTH LINE OF LELAND;\1. 
ARGYLE PROPERTY AT A POINT ]072.50 FEET SOUTH AND 295.675 
--, 
.J 
fEET WEST FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOl;THEAST 
QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 14, AND RUNNING THENCE \VEST 2569.5 
FEET; THENCE NORTH SO FEET; THENCE EAST 2569.50 FEET: THENCE 
SOuTH SO FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO, TOGETHER WITH AND SUBJECT TO A RIGHT OF \\/A Y FROM 
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY 
RUNNING SOUTH OVER THE LAND RESERVED FOR ROAD, TO THE 
DAVIS COUNTY SEWAGE DISPOSAL ROAD. 
] 1. Upon information and belief. by August of 100 I, Gordon A. Jones dba Gordon A. 
Jones Construction owned real property in Davis County, Utah. The reaI property is identified as 
Parcel Nos. 06-027-0014 and 06-027-0015 with the following legal description: 
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PARCEL 1: 
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER Of SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 
2 NORTH, RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNTNG AT A POINT SOUTH 1071.04 
FEET AND EAST 33.00 FEET FROM THE CENTER OF SECTION 14, 
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH. RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
MERIDIAN, AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 501.36 FEET; THENCE 
EAST 169.17 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21 '31" EAST 501.36 FEET TO THE 
NORTH LINE OF A 500 FOOT RfGHT OF WAY; THENCE WEST 172.30 
FEET TO THE POINT OF THE BEGINNING. 
'rOGETHER WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
RIGHT OF \VA Y: BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE WEST 
LINE OF HOWARD STREET AND THE NORTH LINE OF LELAND M. 
ARGYLE PROPERTY AT A POINT 1072.50 FEET SOUTH AND 295.675 
fEET WEST FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SAlD SECTION lot AND RUNNING THENCE \VEST 2569.5 
FEET: THET\CE NORTH 50 FEET: THENCE EAST 2569.40 FEET: THENCE 
SOUTH 50 FEET TO THE POC\iT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO, TOGETHER WITH AND SUBJECT TO A RIGHT OF WAY FROM 
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY. 
RlfNNING SOUTH OVER THE LAND RESERVED FOR ROAD, TO THE 
DAVIS COUHfV SEWAGE DISPOSAL ROAD (06-027-0014). 
4 
PARCEL 2: 
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTfON 14, TOWNSHIP 
:2 NORTH, RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN, 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT A POINT SOUTH 1071.04 
FEET AND EAST 205.30 FEET FROM THE CENTER OF SECTION 14, 
TOWNSHIP 2 NORTH, R;-\NGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND 
~lERlDIAN, AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 0°21 '31" WEST 501.36 
FEET; THENCE EAST 100.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21 '3]" EAST 501.36 
FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF A 50 FOOT RIGHT OF \VA Y; THENCE 
WEST 100.00 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
TOGETHER WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED 
RIGHT OF WAY: BEGIN:0iING AT THE INTERSECT10N OF THE \VEST 
LINE OF HOWARD STREET AND THE NORTH LINE OF LELAND M. 
ARGYLE PROPERTY AT A POINT 1072.50 FEET SOUTH AND 295.675 
FEET WEST FROivl THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SAID SECTION 14, AND RUNNING THENCE WEST 2569.5 
FEET; THENCE NORTH 50 FEET; THENCE EAST 2569.50 FEET: THENCE 
SOUTH 50 fEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO, TOGETHER WITH AND SUBJECT TO A RIGHT OF \VA Y FROM 
THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY, 
RUNNING SOUTH OVER THE LAND RESERVED FOR ROAD, TO THE 
DAVIS COUNTY SEWAGE DISPOSAL ROAD (06-027-0015). 
SUBJECT TO EASEMENTS, RIGHTS, RESERVATIONS, RESTRICTIONS 
Al\JD RIGHTS OF \VAY, COVENANTS, TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS 
APPEARING OF RECORD OR ENFORCEABLE IN LA W OR EQUITY. 
(collectively the real property in paragraphs 9. 10, and Ii of this Complaint are hereinafter lhe 
"Condemned Parcels"). 
12. Commencing in 1993 Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Bamey. as general COll-
tractor, built a home for Grazer in Davis County, litah. 
13. 011 November 1. 2002, Jones and Barney initialed litigation against Grazer seek-
ing to collect approximately $42,000.00 of unpaid invoices. Grazer counterclaimed alteging 
·j6S5\()04\C()lTIpla;nt 5 
3')1 
construction defects, negligence, and breaches of contract and wa.'Tanty. This action is known 
as Gordon Jones and Richard Barney v. Allen Grazer, Second District Court, Davis COUl1ty, 
Farmington Departmen~ State of Utah, Case No. 020700570 CN ("the Civil Case"). 
14. On or about March 3,2005, a Final Order of Condemnation was recorded with the 
Davis Count}' Recorder against The Condemned Parcels, as Entry No. 2055978 in Book 3738 at 
Page 296 ofOftkial Records, and Gordon A. Jones Construc:ion, Gordon JonesConstfUction, 
Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones, and Richard H. Barney received $178,000.00 on or about Feb-
ruary 11. 2005 as payment on the judgment. The Final Order of Condemnation was entered in an 
action kno\vn as Utah Department o/Transportatiol1 v. Gordon A. Jones Construction, Second 
District Court. Davis County, Farmington Department, State of Utah, Case No. 010700265 ("the 
Condemnation Case"). 
15. Shortly after receiving the proceeds from the Condemnation Case, on or about 
March 8, 2005, the Trust Deed Note to Barnes Banking Company was paid in full on the Apart-
ment Building and a Deed of Reconveyance was recorded with the Davis County Recorder on or 
about :vlarch 18,2005 as Entry No. 2059773 in Book 3748 at Page 670 of Official Records. 
16. Upon information and belief the proceeds from the Condemnation Case, in the 
condemnation of the Condemned Parcels, were used to pay off the Trust Deed Note on the Apart-
rncnt Building. 
17. On April 26-29, 2005 Judge Allphin of the Second District Court in Utah heard 
the Civil Case. On April 26, 2005 Judge Allphin dismissed the claims brought by Jones and 
Bamey and ruled in favor of Grazer on Jones' and Barney's claims. On Apri129, 2005 Judge 
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Allphin declared his preliminary intention to award judgment in favor of Graza and against 
Jones and Barney on Grazer's counterclaim. That judgment has not yet been entered, pending 
arguments by counsel respecting the amount of damages to be awarded. 
CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Fraudulent Transfer) 
18. Grazer realleges and incorporates by reference paragraphs 1 through 17 above. 
19. Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Barney executed a quit claim deed, on or about 
i'viay 6, 2005. transferring the Apartment Bui!ding to their wj\CS Linda G. Jones and Renae 
CaInon Barney within days of Judge Allphin's announcement of his intended verdict in the Civil 
Case. 
10. {\t the same time, Gordon A. Jones' wife, Linda G. Jones, quit claimed her inter-
est in the Apartment Building to the Linda G. Jones Family Partnership. 
2 L Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Barney transferred the Apartment Building to 
their \vivcs, and Linda G. Jones transferred the Apartment Building to her family partnership, 
with actual intent to hinder, delay, and defraud Grazer in the collection of a judgment. 
22. Linda G, Jones and Renae Camol1 Barney arc definitionally "insiders" for pur-
poses of the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act, Utall Code Arm. § 25-6-2(7)(a)(i). Similarly. the 
Linda G. Jones Family Partnership is an insider under Utah Code Ann. § 25-6-2(7)(a)(iii). 
23. At the time of the quit claim deeds, Defendants had actual knowledge of Judge 
Allphin's intended "crdict and believed or reasonably should have believed that ajudgment was 
imminent 
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24. On information and belieC Linda G. Jones, Renae CarnOD Barney, and the Linda G. 
Jones Fanlily Partnership did not receive a reasonably equivalent value in exchange lor the trans-
fer to them. 
25. Grazer is entitled to an avoidance oflhe transfer to the extent necessary to satisfy 
his judgment. 
26. This Court should attach the Apartment Building pill'suant to Utah Code Ann. 
§ 25-6-8(b). 
27. Defendants and each of them should be enjoined from further disposing of prop-
erty, real and personal, held in Davis County. State of Utah. or elsev·;herc. 
28. Upon information and beliet~ pursuant to the provisions ofthe parties' contract 
Mr. Grazer is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees and costs in pursuing this action. 
29. Tne Defendants' fraudulent transfers were not in good faith. Pursuant to Utah 
Code Ann. § 78-27-56, Mr. Grazer is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees to be a\varded for the 
use and benefit of his counsel. 
WHEREFORE PlaintifT prays for relief as follows: 
A. For judgment avoiding the traJ1Sfer oflhe Apartment Building from Gordon A. 
Jones and Richard H. Barney to their wives and to the Linda G. Jones Family Partnership under 
the Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. UtaJ1 Code Ann. § 25-6-8( 1 )(a)(1988). 
B. For a writ of attachment attaching the /\.par!ment Building to satisfy Grazer's judg-
ment against Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Barney. 
·i6RS-,OiH\(omplamt 
C For an injunction prohibiting Gordon A. Jones and Richard H. Barney from 
further disposing of property, real and personal, held in Davis County, State of Utah, and 
else\vhere. 
D. For attorneys' fees and costs. 
E. For such other and further relief as this Court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this 
, -j-'; 
hj.J5.- day of May, 2005. 
Plaintiff's address: 
ALLEN F. GRAZER 
1685 South Stone Hollo'v,,' Court 
Bounti ruL OT 8401 0-1 069 
4685\004\Comptainl 9 
HOBBS & OLSON, LC. 
--j 
//) ,- / 
~/l // -( {'If X' 
-,:: ... ,<!/ f} r4' " t2 / ;'f/' Ji/"U . . CZ: __ 
LlNCOLN W. HOBBS 
MARGARET H. OLSON 
TAMARA K. PRINCE 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
3(0\ 
~ARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
IN THE SIXTH JLvICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FR&~KLIN COL~TY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individuali 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual; 
J&J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and 
John Does 1-10, 
Defendants. 
ORDER TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
Civil No. CV-2005-183 
Judge Don L. Harding 
Based upon Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer's Motion to Amend 
Complaint the Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Amend 
Complaint filed herein, and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that Plaintiff be allowed to amend 
che Complaint previously filed in this matter in the manner set 
forth in the (proposed) Amended Complaint attached to the 
Memorandum. 
4685\003\AmendComplaint.O~der 
DATED this day of I 2005. --------
BY THE COURT: 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
468S\003\AmendComplaint Order 2 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that on the 
i<·n . l ... ) ~ day of Novernber, 2005, 
I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing to be mailed, 
first class, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Shawn W. Potter, Esq. 
TESCH LAW OFFICES 
314 Main Street, #200 
P.O. Box 3390 
Park City, UT 84060 3390 
Fax 435-649-2561 
Attorney for Defendants 
Carvel R. Shaffer, Esq. 
SHAFFER LAW OFFICE, p.e. 
Key Bank Building 
562 South Main 
Bountiful, DT 84010 
Fax No. 298-1576 
468S\003\~~endCornpla~nt.Order 3 
Kent B. Scott, Esq. 
BABCOCK, SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84102 
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EXHIBITD 
,I VV \">lQi r-.. r" I1i,-- J,l V, :"UIJ 1. UUJ 
RECORDING REQ1:JESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Cou-Tlsel 
HOBBS & OLSON! L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
~elephone; (SOl) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
F flED 
Recorded at the request of 
iJv;t\-r<,~IJ'cl ~. Q\ son 
~. Ci 
{' SD ......:......a.m. MAY 13 2005 p.m._ 
\I, eLUOTI LARSEN, RECORDER 
!y~~.~Cffd&S Deputy 
. rMNKlIN (jQUNTY, IDAHO 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN ~~ FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
C~RDON A. JONES, an individual; 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual; 
J&;J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and 






Notice is given thac the above-~~titled action was filed 
in the above-entitled court on May 12, 2005 by Allen Grazer 
against Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones and J&J Livestock, LLC, 
defendants. The action affects title to specific real property 
LIS PENDENS 
I VV 'vltlll\. r ~f1A 11 u. LUG CJ 
or the right to possession of specific real property as 
identified in the Complaint in this action. 
The specific real property affected by the action is 
located in Franklin County, State of Idaho and is described 
as follows: 
COMMENCING AT A POI~~ 53-3/4 RODS NORTE OF THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH I RANGE 38 EAST OF 
THE BOISE MERIDIAN; FRA...11KLIN COUNTY, IDAHO, AND 
RuNNING THENCE WEST 240 RODS, THENCB NORTH 53-3/4 
RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS] THENCE ~OUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF-WAY FOR ANY 
AND ALL IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC 
ROADS NOW EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID 
PREMISES, AND EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THlmEFROM A. 
STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF 
THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO I THE SOUTH HALF OF TEE SOUTHWEST QUARTER I 
THE NORTh~T QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, 
AND THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH, RANGE 
38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN COUNTY, 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF 
TWIN LAKES CANAL COMPANY. 
r, !JUO 
. H. OLSON, ESQ., Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Attorneys for Allen F. Grazer 
LIS PENDENS 2 
?Jpl 
EXHIBIT E 
~UUo/ l/:jJ l'r tI \.-.0 U erK ~lU i~G. ':::UO 0::: r. L'l!. 
FiLi:D 
05 AUS -) Pi112; 17 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F, Grazer 
525 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utal1. B411:1 
Telephone: (B01) 519-2555 
?acsimile~ (SOl) 519-2999 
IN Th~ SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY I STATE OF IDAHO 
~LLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES I an individual; 
and RICHARD BARNEY, an 
individual, 
Defendants. 
NOTICE OF FILING FOREIGN 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. CV-2005-183 
Judge Don L. Harding 
Pursuant to I.e. 10-1303, Plaintiff Allen P. Graze:t' hereby 
gives notice by through counsel, Margaret H. Olson, to the 
Defendants herein of his filing in this rr~tter of the foreign 
judgment obtained in the Second Judicial District Court of Davis 
County, Farmington Department, State of utah more particularly 
entitled Gordon Jones and R.ichaz-d Barney, Plaintiffs v. Allen 
Grazer, with the Counterclaim action denoted as Allen F. Grazer, 
Counterclaim Plaintiff v. Gordon A. Jones and Richard Barney, 
Counterclaim Defendants, Consolidated Civil No. 020700570 CN. 
Page 1 of 2 
4~S5\003\NOCiceRe~oreignJdgmt 
.1 v(} vltHK :11.1. l'lU. LUG C', _ i r. U l J 
231394 'Z.z.. 
DATED this ~ day of July, 2005. 
1~1M~ 
MARGARET H_ OLSON 
OF DELIVERY 
;.~. / C17 I hereby certify that on the , --"-'---''---~ day 
2005, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
mailed, first class, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Shawn W. Potter, Esq. 
RABCOCK. ,SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 200 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake C~~y, UT 8410L 
Attorney for Defendants 
Gordon A. Jones 
235 West 1400 North 
Bo~~tifult Utah 84010 
Defendant/Judgment Debtor 
Gordon A. Jones 
3369 North Westside Highway, 
Clifton, Idaho 83228 
Defendant/Judgment Debtor 
Richard Barney is l31 North 





Recorded at the request of 
bO\J\us E. OLso~ 
page ;0 of :2 
_8.m. SEP 23 2005 p.m.3~lO 
V. ELLIOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
By ~~~4M'b oeputy 
46S.5\OO)\UoticeRePore.ignJdgmt: FAANKLIN UNTY, IDAHO 













LII-1COL); W. HOBBS. ESQ. (~g-MJ 
;\iARGARET 1-1. OLSON. ESQ. (oZ96) 
TA \1ARA K_I'Rl::\,C£.. ESQ. (5214) 
HOBBS &;. OlSO'\), L.t. 
Ammn:Y)o ror Def~l1d~nlK'oHnlerclpjm 
Plnim;n' Allt:n f. Gmzcr 
525 Suul!1 Joo Eas! 
Sail Lnke Chll. L:Ulh 84111 
Telerhune: ISIH J 519·2555 
Fnl:simlle: (801) 519M 2tJ99 
FILED 
[J~L 1 t 200S 1 
SECOND 
DISTRICT COURT 
l~ THE 5£("0:-:0 JI.:D1CTA L orSTR1CT COlRT Of DAVIS COl~T"( 
FAR.VfI~GTO;'; DEPARTMENT. STAiE Of UT.<\H 
GORJ)O::\' JONEs.. ::til individual: and 
RlniAI~D BAR"\"EY. nn indiviciu;Jl, 
PtuilHitT;;. 
ALLEN GRAZER. lin llluiviJUlIl, 
D~rC'l1dllJlL 
ALLEN f, GRAZER. 
CQumerdaim Plaimil1: 
v, 
GORDO"l A, JO:':ES; and R1CHARD 
BAR:--:EY. 
GORDO" JONES.:m indi'ddual: and 
RICH;\R.D S,"- R:--;EY.lll1 inciiY1UU:lI: 






GORDOi'i A. JO:'\ES MiD RICHARD 
B,II.R:"!£Y 
Recorded at the request of 
,lAoe>B'::l ~ OL$o~ 
• < 
'3~ ~s 
_B.m. SEP 23 200S p.m.~ 
V. ELLIOTT LARSEN, RECORDER 
By~~~M..oS Deputy 
FRANKUOUNTY,IDAHO 
Civil ;';0. !l21}70057U c:.: 
Judge :--1ic;l';Je! G. Allphin 
.unWorn 
(l2(}70C1~iO NU·mEHO "U;CTRlC COMPANY. 
:. 
rr in 1..>0 \.derK nu, IiO, LUU 
~31.3~5 
R W DESIG:\. INC, II u(tlh corpornli.m; 
ROBERT W. SPEIRS PLtJ~1Bl:-':G_ INC .. 
a t.:wh corpor:ltio!l: SCOTT SESSIOr.:S. :Jll 
jndlduu"l: and NL'-TRE\D ELECTRlC 
COYlPA/\'Y. u t;l~h >.:orpor.\!1on. 
Tlmd Pliny Dcf~nd;mIS. 
'The aoo\·c-.:ntitled mUlier WOl> lried belore The Honorable :-'i,chaeJ G. Allphin (Ill Apri[ 2ft 
lhrou~b 2C). 2005. ?lail1li(fs \,'¢re (epr~scotcd by thl:lf coun);d. Dil\'id A. Vnn Dyke :lnd Kent B. 
SCllH; Dd"ndulil WlIS represefllcd by his ':O\!I':<I:'I. Lill!)ohl W. l-Iobb.;; and Tllm:mt 1<. Prin('e. 
Comt. n'na lulving considered the In ....... :100 the COU11 !l.'ldng entef<!d Findin,,'!; of Fact and CO(1-
elusion!' ufLllW Oil June 17,2005. 
IT IS HEREB'[ ORDERED, ADJUDC~D i\~D DECREED TH." T; 
Rkh:Jrd B~nll::Y. jeintl)' and se\'ernlly, in t!1l.·llmtlullt ors I J8.5.fJOO.OO pillS ndoilion:)l 
ro<u;eqm:nti;ll ditmages 01'540.609.97 fOf the ,onlruclOf's fee. S :\1,06250 lor r~ymenl~ to Vane! 
for replOt'S. $9.968.41 lor movIng llnd :;tora~c: t'~p<:nscs. S 133.511.6 I for r~usomblc!: :l\lonley'5 
f= ~nu custs rl1rougll :-'13)' 31.2005. Sl.783.12 tor direct t~l COi;l. Ihrough April 24. 20115. 
S 1.4:"7.81 for diNe! legJ! COSts :lfler A\)riI24. 2005. 57.305.00 pai<l [0 t!'X~11 Munhew Roblcz. 
P. E .. :lnci prejudgment in!c~ in th~ :lIl1Qunt of $75.%8-45 Ihrough June 2~. 2(1);5 f.or n lOIn! 
;:n110tlnl of S1.880.727 .87: 
2. Together with jnler~f Itl the at the prejudgrl1t!'lll rote nC~l1.ling at (he !'llle 01"$70.59 
until the dan! of judgr1lem; 
2 
P. Ul ~ 














3., Together \\ hh PO~I.jllJg:l1l1!l1ll11lt!n;~t accruing ll! !h~ judgllll!:nl I~Htl. lI1'ltil rmid: 
Ii IS FURTtlER OIZOEll:ED tMr Ihis JUd)!1TlC1ll :.hl1l1 bo:- ausmented hy reasonable C,)SI5 
100:; :mtllh;:ll aTC llcct:.,<illltcd ill collecting tillS Judgmc1ll by I!xcculion t\r UrllcfW1Sc ::IS shall ~ 
~$t;lbl';h~t.l Q,' Ar'lid3\'it. 
OA'~D (h;, $" ,(~, 
APPROVED AS TO FOR.,\1: 
BA8COCK.. SCOTT & BABCOCK 
d4:f¢-~ 
David A. van Dyke· 
AHOtllt)':S for Plnlnll!l,; 
HOBBS & Ol.SO'" 
~rl#C4..I:.t2~ 
Lincoln. W. Hobbs &. Ol~et1 
MliIrguret H. O!~on 
T;lm;UQ K. Prince 
AUOMlt'Y:i for Ddcndllnl 
BYTHE COURT; 
P. U 16 













" a ., ., 
" '" , 
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CERTIFICA T£ OF DEUVEll..Y 
J hcreb}' cenii}' thm 011 Ih~  day til' 9Jc.... , 2U(;S, ! c,lu.;;c-d a Irue :J.lld 
t.:orrc~t ~opy of!h~ roregoiJl~ to be Scnt \'jQ r~C$illliltl and 10 ttllnd mailed, !irsl cIU!:!i. po;:ulge 
prepuid. 10 the following: 
David A. Van Dyke, Esq, 
2900 W'::S1 Hlgh\\"~y 24 
Post Office Box 17 
TC:l~d;lk. t.:T 84773 
AUol1lev for Plainrit1'sICoUntCI'd:llnl 
Dere~dant$·Third ?any rhlimifls 
Gorooll A. Jones iltJd Ri..:hmd 13il(1\CY 
F"AX #435-42!'-3329 
Steph"n F. Noe!. 8'1. 
SMITH KNOWLES P.L. 
4723 J'bmron Bhd., Suir!: 200 
Ogden. UT 84403 
A I [OI'l1CYS fa, Third-?:.ttiy Dl:f~ldimts 
l~ W Desig.n. Inc. nnd RabeJ1 W. Speirs 
Plull1bing. IrK:. 
FAX #47(}'OJ99 
Kent B. Scal!, esC!. 
BABCOCK. SCOTT & BABCOCK 
505 East 20(} Souln. Suite 300 
Salt La\;e ChYI UT 84102 
Co---COI.II1S<:1 fQr PIJlimifTsfCounten;!uim 
Defendants/Third Pal1y PllllntilTs 
Gordon A. Jon<::5 and Richard Burney 
FAX IIS31· 7(}fiO 
Nil-Trend EI~cldc CO!l1puny 
57 \V~5t 200 Nunh 
BUUlllifb!. VI 84010 
TIlird-r-.my Dl:fcno:llll Pro Se 
Scott SeS5i()n~ 
289 WcstTubt! Dm'c 
C"nlerYllte. CT 8 .. 014 
Third-P;lrt;· iXlf,:l1ciallt [>I'V Sr: 
t. U J i 
i..UUiJ/I_'"l/I~D/f,'lUn 1 !,JO rra r ,,"'~A n iJ, LUG :J:J 'i I, U 1 0 
~42441. \-). 
Record~d at the request of 
=:;' fJ-ejQ( (L 'tAIl rnM1 "Ak ...... __ "W, __ _ 
I • 
1'.o'i _s.m., AUG 04 2008 p,m._' 
V. E~onrM~ RECORDER 
By .J!(t~ Dapuh 
j;RANKUN, COUNTY IDAHO " 
,NOV 3 0 2004 ' 
J. DAVID' NAVARRO, Clerk 
By PAULA &ROSSMJ\N 
Il&UTY 
IN ~ ,DISrRrCT c;:mj)tT OF '11m FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTR1CT 





STEVEN R. COLEMAN aud DEBBIE 
COr..:EMAN, husband and wife, 
Defendants. 
) 
) , Case No. CV 09 0403395D 
) 
) ORDER GRAN'tING STIPULATION 
), FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANT 






This rtlatter having .co:toe before 1he Court on the parties' Stipulation to 1?fslliiss 
befendant Debbie Coleman With Prejudice, and good cause appeari:ilg therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED and this Court does otder lliat this action against Defendant 
Debbie Coleman is 1?IS:MISSED WTI1I ,PR.EJUDX<;E" each party to hear llislher own cosfu imd 
.. ~ 
CHERi.C. CQPsftf, 
Cheri Copsey, District Judge 
~~~~~~~~~ 
.IrJJIIH1.1~, 
ER GRANTING STIPULATION FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFEND.AlIT 
DEB:sm COLEMAc"J 'WItH PREJUDICE - 1 . 
LURU 
rr r ,'1.1. !1 U . .:: 'J C O:.J 1, U 1 J 
, J 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERV1CB 
.' I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this Mday ofNovemberNo~6~ber. 2004, ·r caused to be ' 
sl.ITVed a ttue copy of the foregoing O.RDEitGRANTIN'G STIP1JLA.TIONFORDISMISSAL . 
OF DEFENDANT DEBBIE COLEMAN WITH PREJUDICE by the method indicated below, 
and addressed to each of me following: . 
Michael O. Roe 
MOFF ATI mOMAS BARRETT 
, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOthFloor 
P.O~ Box 829 
B6ise~ 1D 83701 
, t Attorneys for Plaint.ifl:] 
SteVBll. F. Sc.hossberger 
~ U:S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
. Hand Delivered-
__ Overnight Mail 
_. _' Telecopy 
or 
BA VlLEY TROXELL BNNlS & HAWLEY LLP 
P.O. Box 1617 
V U.S: lv.fail, Postag~'Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
__ ' Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
[Attorneys for Defe.odanta J 
__ Telecopy 
J.DAVIDNAYARRO 
Clerk of the Court 
By ____ --~~ ______ --__ _ 
Deputy Clm ~-
ORDER GRANTlNG STIPULAUON FOR DISlv.1]S-SAL OF DEFENDANT' 
DEBBIE COLEMA.N WITH PREJUDICE - 2 
Cd 
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2·30848 
NOTICE OF INTEREST 
NonCE IS HEREBY GIVEN by JASON JONES that he claims an interest in and to the 
hereinafter descn'bed real property. TIris claim of interest is based upon improvements made, 
payments made and services rendered on the property, The agreed upon arrangement was that 
the undersigned would receive a portion of the property for compensa.tion for the work 
performed. 
The real property is located in Franklin County, State ofIdaho, and more particularly 
described as fullows: cc;,...~,~.J '0,/ &<;".v:jc." e.",d ;.., .... dc:: ·....!(:\',,,,S 
COMMENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORm OF THE SOUI'HEAST COR'N"ER OF THE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSBJP 14 SOUfH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE 
BOISE 'MERIDIAN, FRA.c"l'KLIN COlJNTY, IDAHO, ANTI RUNNING TIfENCE WEST 140 
RODS, THENCE NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS; THENCE soum 53-3/4 
RODS TOTIIE PLACE OFBEOINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESER'V1NG A RIGHT-Of-WAY FOR AN")' A..1>ID ALL lRlUGA nON DITCHES M"I) 
CA.c"JALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NOW EXISTING OR IN USE L"PON AND ACROSS SAID PREML~, 
AND EXCEPTIN'G AND RESERVING TFI:eREFROM A STR.lP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE ALONG niE 
EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE.DESCRlBED LAND. 
A.LSO, TIiE SOUTH HAL1=' OF nm SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE NORTHEAST QUARTER OF 'IRE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND THE SOUTH\VEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECI10N 34, TOWNSHIP 14 sor"iTH, RANGE 38 EAST OF THE :somE MERIDIAN, FRA.N1{1lN 
COUNTY, IDAHO'. 
DATED this; ~ day of August, 2005. 
Recorded at the request of 
.::r Co. s (/ (\: .:s-o>"e s.. 
STATE OFIDARO 
Lf'SO 
_a.m. AUG 12 2005 p.m.-.-:....-. 
, ss V. EL~OTTJf~ RECORDER 
. B ~ ?l k Lff:>,.. f)eputy 
COlJNTY OF IiR.A}jlCI..JN : Y FRANKLiN COO TY, IDAHO 
S,(JBSCRJBED and sworn to before roe this };;J da.y of August, 2005. 





Case 06-21277 Doc 68 
PelC:;[ W. Billings, A0330 
Gary E. Jubber, A1758 
FABIA;"; & CLE).'DE)JIN 
A Professional Corporation 
Twelfth Floor 
:? 15 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Sail Lake City, Utah 84151 
Telephone: 531-8900 
Attorneys for Gary E. JUbber. 




Page 1 of 12 
Desc Main 
fN THE U"\!ITED STATES BANK..l{UPTCY COURT 
In re: 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH, CE"\!TRAL DIVISION 













Bankruptcy No. 06-21277 JAB 
(Chapter 7) 
TRt;STEE'S MOTION TO APPROVE 
SETTLE;\IENT AGREEi\IENT AJ.'\iD 
FOR ORDER AUTHORIZING 
ABA:'IIDO:'lMENT OF PROPERTY OF 
ESTATE 
Gary E . .lubber, the July-appointed Chapter 7 Tl'llstee ("Trustee"). lhI\lugb his counsci 
Fabian & Clendenin. hereby moves this Court. pursuant to Fed. R. BaI1kr. P. (JOI') and II U.s.c. 
~~ 105,362 and 554(a) for an order approving a Settlement Agreement, dated hnuary J I, 2()()7, 
a copy oC\l/hich is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" (the "Settlement Agreement")' between the 
---------- -----
, The Setllement ;\grccfllem is irKlil'purJted herein by reference. CreliilOI'5 and uthc:r p~riie;-ill-!:lk: cos: ,h,)llid !~I\:r 
to the Settlement :\greement tar JlI rhe t(TTllS and conditions [hereof. In the event of a conflict bct\veen the corHents 
of rlus ;Vlorion and the Settlement Agreement, the Settlement Agreement controls. 
Filed: 02/16/07 
Case 06-21277 Doc 68 Filed 02/16/07 
Document 
Entered 02/16/07 14:12:37 
Page 2 of 12 
Desc Main 
Trustee and Allen F. Grazer (Grazer")' a creditor herein. In support of the motion, the Trustee 
represents as follows: 
tL-\CKGROL'~D 
1. The Debtor filed a voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 7 of the Bankruptcy 
Code on April 18, 2006. Gary E. lubber was thereafter appointed as the Ch:lpter 7 trustee . 
.2. This Court has jurisdiction over this motion pursuant to 28 USc. § 1334. Venue in 
this Court is proper pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 1409. This Motion consists of a "core proceeding" 
under 28 U.s.c. § 157(b)(2). 
3. A.t the time of the filing of the Debtor's petition, the bankruptcy estate included the 
Debtor's interests in following real property: 
(i) residential property located at 235 West 1400 North. BountifuL Davis County, 
Utah, (the "Residence"); 
Oi) A condominium unit located at 1851 South \laplc View Drive, Bountiful, 
Davis County, Utah (the '-Maple Hills Condo"); 
(iii) The Mountain View Apartments located at 175 East State Street, Fam1ington, . 
Davis County, Utah (the "Apartments"); 
(iv)Parcels of undeveloped real property located in West BOllnti f1.lL DaVIS County. 
Utah ("West Bountiful Lots"); 
(v) Real Property located in Sanpete County, Utah CSanpete Property"): and 
(vi)Real property and improvements located at or about 3369 [\0. Westside Hwy., 
Clifton, Idaho [.the "Jdaho Ranch"). 
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4, As more particularly described in the Settlement Agreement, at the time of the tiling 
of the Bankruptcy Case, the Debtor also disclosed an interest in varioLls vehicles, equipment and 
other personal propeny located in Utah and Idaho, including a 1955 Ford T -Bird, In addition, 
has a 70% interest in Gordon Jones Construction, LLC ("Construction LLC') which may have 
notes receivable in the face amoLlnt of $389,000 (the "Notes Receivable"). 
5. On July 11, 2005 the Second Judicial District Court of Davis County, Fannington 
Department entered a judgment in favor of Grazer and against the Debtor in the amount of 
S 1.866,727. S7. plus pre and post judgment interest attorneys' fees and costs, (lhe "J udgIIlenf') 
ill the case Gordon Joncs ct ill. \'. Allen Gru:::er, Consolidated Civil No. 020700570 C:': (the 
--State Court Action') Grazer has tiled a proof of claim in the Debtor's bankruptcy casc, 
asserting that the Judgment has a balance owed of $2, 1 00, 124.00, plus any applicable interest, 
fees Zlnd costs pursuant to 11 FS.C. § S06(b) (the "Grazer Claim") The Judgment is also 
against Richard Barney C Barney") who is thirty percent (30%) co-owner 0 r the Apartments. 
6. Prior to the tiling of the Debtor's bankruptcy petition, Grazer (a) recorded the 
Judgment with the Davis County Recorder on July 18,2005, (b) recorded the Judgment with the 
Sanpete County Recorder on October 3,2005, and (c) filed a :--.rotice of Foreign Judgment in 
Franklill County, Idaho on August 5, 2005. Accordingly, Grazer asserts that thm he holds a 
judgment lien against the Residence, the ;\bpk Hills Condo, [he Apartments, the \VCSl B,)Unliful 
Lots, the Sanpete Property and the Idaho Ranch. 
3 
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7. Grazer obtained writs of execution pursuant to the Judgment on September 19,2005 
directing execution of all non-exempt personal property in Salt Lake County, including the 1955 
Ford T-Bird. 
8. The validity of the Grazer's lien against the Debtor's interest in real and personal 
property is subject to dispute. 0:0 final judgment was entered in the State Court :\ction, The 
Trustee could argue that absent a final judgment, the Judgment is not a lien on the Debtor's 
interest in the real and personal property. On the other hand, the Grazer contends that pursuant 
to Utah Code Ann. § 78-12-1, a judgment need not be final in order to create a iien on real 
property. 
9. Pursua11l to the Coun's Order Approving Sale of Properties Free und Clew' LllLiells 
and for Approval of Compromise Regarding Sale of Co-();.vner 's Inferesi and Homestead 
E'lemplion Claims, entered on September 14, 2006, and with Grazer's consent. the Trustee sold 
Pursuant to Order Approving Sule ojProperlY entered on October 25,2006, and \\·ith Grazer's 
consent the Trustee sold the 1955 Ford T-Bird. \vith Grazer's consent. The Trustee has also 
been collecting rents tram the Apartments. 
10. As a result of liquitiatiol1 of assets and the collection of rents, as of January 31, 2007, 
there is S243,011.46 jn the estate. Most of the funds are proceeds from the sale of lhe :v1aple 
Hills Condo, the Residence ami the [955 Ford T-Bird. Grazer asserts a lien on the funds held by 
the Estate. 
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11. On August 24. 2006, the Trustee tiled a complaint commencing Adversary 
Proceeding \'0.06-02449 (the Trustee's 727 Adion") in \vhich the Trustee objected to the 
Debtor's discharge pursuant to i 1 US.c. § 727. 
12. Pursuant to NOliee of Assets and Deadlille to File a Proof of Claim, the Court fixed 
September 15.2006 as the deadline for the filing of proofs of claim in this Bankruptcy Case. 






Babcock, Scott & Babcock 
Grazer 
G.S. Jones Construction 
Linda G. Jones 
Steven E. Barton 
Amount 
s 26,473.00 unsecured 








13. The Trustee has investigated assets of the estate and believes that ifhe liquidated all 
estate assets (excluding the: Debtor's interest in Construction LLC, but including all real and 
personal property, C<luses of action and intangibles), the gross proceeds of the liquldation \vould 
not exceed $1,300.000, and administrative expenses would have to paid before any distribution 
to unsecured creditors. Based on the Trustee's investigation of the ~otcs Receivable due 
Construction LLC to dare, the Trustee does not know whetber any amounts can be collected Oil 
the notes, but is highly doubtful that a significant amount can be collected. Of the S389.000 bce 
---_._ .. -------
~ Claim :\0. 5 llsts 52.300.00 as both J prioriry and general unsecured claim. The T rusree and Grazer believe lhJl 
the total claim is S2.JOO.00. and that the claim is not entitled to priority starus. 
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amount of the notes, an unknown portion is believed to be an obligation of the Debtor himself, 
and 5198,000 is owed by the Apartments. The obligation of the Apanments is either 
uncollectible due to Grazer's judgment lien, or would reduce the amount received from the sale 
ofrhe Apartments, 582.000 of the Notes Receivable is o\ved hy GS, .lones C'oIlstmction. [nc. a 
creditor herein (Claim No.3). Although the information as to the collectabiEty of the Notes 
Receivable is limited, the Tmstee believes that a very optimistic recovery \'Iiould yield no more 
than an additional S 130,000 to the estate. 
14. The Trustee estimates that even lfthe Grazer Claim is detennint:d to be an unsecured 
cIJim, the distribution to ui1secUl'cd creditors would not exceed sixty-five cents on the dollar 
l65%) and would probably be materially less.} In such event, Grazer \vould hold approximately 
95% of the unsecured claims. lfthe Grazer Claim is determined to be a secured claim, 
unsecured creditors \vould probably not receive any distribution and it is possible, if not 
probable, that the estate would be administratively insolvent. 
IS, The Trustee and Grazer believe that litigation regarding the validity of Grazer's 
secured claim \\/Quld require the expenditure of resources that \vould decrease the funds available 
LO be used to pay unsecured creditors. Moreover. since even if the Trustee prevails and Urazer's 
claIm is deemeclunsecured, Crazer would still hold 95% of the unsecured claims, the Trustee 
and Grazer hm'c ;}greed, after protracted negotiations, to compromise issues regarding Grazer's 
claim and the disposition of property of the estate pursuant to the teIlTlS of the Settlement 
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Agreement. The Tmstee believes. in the exercise of his business judgrnenL that the Settlement is 
in the best interests of the Estate and creditors of the Estate. 
SUi\IMARY OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREE;\1ENT 
16. The Settlement Agreement provides thai upon the Effective Date, the funds held by 
the Trustee shall be used and reserved according to the following priority: 
L An Administrative Expense Reserve ofs 192,000.00 shall be established to 
pay administrative expenses of the estate, including taxes. Assuming the 
Sdtlement Agreement is approved, the Tmstee, his counsel (Fabian & 
Clendenin "F&C") and accountants (PriccwatcrhollseCoopers. LLC 
"PwC') have agreed to seek fees ad costs totaling no more than 
SI 10.000.00, provided no appeal is fiied. PwC has estimateci that the 
taxes incurred by the estate should be no more than S82,000.00. Any 
funds not llsed to pay tax <.iue from the administration of the banknlptcy 
estate shall be paid, first to fund any unfunded portion oflhe Unsecured 
Creditors' Reserve (described below), and then to Grazer. frthe allowed 
fees and costs for the Trustee, F &C and p\vC are less than S 1 10,000.00, 
the ditTerence shall be paid to Grazer. 
11. An Unsecured Creditors' Reserve ofS63.579.76 shall be established to 
pay aIIo\\ed unsecured claims. Claim ?'-Jos. 1, 3, .+ and 5. Pl\ni<.icd the 
reserve is [ully tunded, alloweli unsecured claimants shall be paid 75'% of 
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the allo\',;ed amount of these claims. If the reserve is not fully funded, then 
the percentage paid will be reduced pro rata. To the extent that Llny claim 
is disallowed, the amount of the Unsecured Creditors' Reserve shall be 
reduced by 75% (or the lesser percentage ifnot fully funded) for each 
dollar of disallowed claims, and such amount shall be paid to Grazer. 
111. i\lonies due Grazer from 30% of rents collected from [he Apartments 
attributable to Barney's interest in the apartments. Grazer shall obtain a 
\vrit uf e:-:ccution on Garney's 30% interest in the rents and nfter fully 
funding of the Administrative Expense Reserve and the Unsecured 
Creditors' Reserve, any surplus funds shall be paid to Grazer. 
17. Pursuant to [he Settlement Agreement, the Tmstee has agreed (a) that Grazer has a 
"J lid, enforccab Ie security interest in all remaining property 0 f the estate except for the reserves 
described in paragraph 16 above, and (b) that there is not equity in such property for the beneflt 
ofUl1secured creditors. The Trustee has further agreed to abandon all property of the Debtor's 
b:.111kruptcy estate on the Effective Date of the Settlement Agreement except for the reScn;es 
described in paragraph 16 above. The Settlement Agreement provides that Grazer shall haw 
relief from the automatic stay imposed under 11 (5.S.C. § 362 and that Grazer may pursue any 
and all state court remedies against the Debtor ami the abandoned property. 
18. The T rllstee \vill dismiss the T [liS tee . 5 727 Action if the Settlement Agreement is 
approved. 
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19. Pursuant to t.he Settlement Agreement. except as other,\'ise expressly provided in the 
Settlement Agreement, Grazer releases any Jl1d all claims against the Debtor's bankruptcy e:State. 
Grazer specifically retained the right, inter alia. to prosecute his non-dischargeability.action 
against the Debtor and to exercise all of his rights to collect on the Judgment in the Stale Court 
Action (or any other action) with respect to the property abandoned by the Trustee. 
10. Grazer shall have 150 days from the EtTective Date of the agreement to tile objections 
to the claims of any unsecured creditors. In the event a claim is disallowed, Grazer shall be 
entitled to distribution as provided in paragraph 14 (ii) above. 
21. Pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, the Trustee disclaims any interests in any 
fraudulent transters and the Trustee shall not pursue any preference actions under II U.S.c. ~ 
547. Grazer shall have relief from the stay to pursue such actions or any action that Grazer could 
ha\c pursued against parties other than the Debtor. 
BASIS FOR THE SETTLE\IENT AGR££\lENT 
22. Bankruptcy Rule 90 19(a) provides that. "[o]n motion by the truske and after a notice 
and a hearing. the court may approve a compromise or settlement." Fed. R. Bankr. Pro. 9019(a). 
"[A I bankruptcy court's approval of a compromise may be disturbed only when it achieves an 
unjust result amounting to a clear abuse of discretion." Reiss v. Hagl}u1I11l, S81 F.ld 890,891-92 
(lOth Cif. 1989). 
:23. The decision to approve a settlement or compromise lies within the discretion of tile 
Court and is warranted when the settlement is found to be reasonable and fair in light of the 
particular circumstances of the case. See, Protective Camill. for fndep. S{ockholdcrs ot niT 
9 
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Trailer Ferry v. Anderson (T/yfT Trailer), 390 C.S. 414,424-25 (1968); Rivercity v. Hel'f'Je/ rfn re 
Jackson Brefving Co.), 624 F.2d 599, 604 (5th Cir. 1980); III re Bicoaslal COIp., 164 B.R. lOU9, 
1016-17 CBankr. Yf.D. Fla. 1993). Courts generally weigh the following factors in considering 
whether a proposed compromise is fair and equitable: (1) the probability of Sllccess in the 
litigation; (2) the potential difficulty in collecring on a judgment; (3) the complexity and expense 
of the litigation: and (4) the best interests of creditors. See, DJT Trailer. supra at 424-25; see 
also. Kopp v. All American Life Ins. Co. (hz re Kope:w Realty Venl!lre Co.), 213 B.R. 1020, 1022 
(10th Cif. B.A.P. 1997). The court is to make an infonned decision "based upon an objective 
evaluation of developed facts." In re Kopex{l Realzv Venture Co,. 213 B.R. 1020 (lOlh Cir. 1997) 
quoting Reiss v. Hagmann, 881 F,2d 892 (lOlh Cir. 1989). 
24. The Trustee submits that in applying the foregoing standard to the Settlement 
Agreement, there is strong basis lor approval of the agreement for the follow'ing reasons: 
A. Probability of Success in the Litigation 
The Trustee believes that he may prevail in an action against Grazer to have Grazer's 
judgment lien declared invalid; however, there is a risk that the Trustee may not prevail. There 
is no Utah case directly on point, creating additional risks. Tn the event the Trustee did prevail, 
he would then proceed to liquidate the remaining property in the estate. As noted previously, the 
Trustee believes that the value of the estate would not exceed S 1,300,000.00, and possibly 
considerably less, and the Grazer Claim would comprise approximately 95%, of the unsecured 
claims. Even ill the most optimistic ofeslimates. the distribution to unseCllr;:d creditors would 
not exceed 6YYO, und \vould probably be significantly less, fn the event the Trustee did not 
;\U: ~8 iJ-58bO-1 ns. v ' 10 
3Gl( 
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prevail, the estate \vQuld probably be administratively insolvent and unsecured creditors would 
gel nothing. The Settlement Agreement facilitates a greater return to unsecured creditors and 
eliminates the downside risk associated with the litigation. 
B. Potential Difficulty in Collecting Judgment 
To the extent the Trustee prevailed in an action challenging the validity of Grazer's lien, 
any such detem1ination by the Court would be self-executing and therefore "collection" is not an 
Issue. 
C. Complexity and Potential Expense of the Litigation 
Any acrion by the Trustee against Grazer would be contested and expensive. As 
discussed above, there is no binding precedent. Appeals could possibly also add to the expense 
;md delay. As such, the pOlentioJ expense of the litigation weighs in favor of the settlement, 
particularly when the upside of prevailing probably does not increase recovery for the 
llnsecureds above the recovery provided by this Settlement Ag~eement, and in fact is probably 
less. (See "D" below.) 
D. Best Interests of Creditors and the Estate 
The Trustee submits th;Jt rhe terms ofSett1cmcnt Agreement are l~lir and equitable. The 
agreement makes funds available for distribution to unsecured creditors without the expense or 
1 1 
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or risk of litigation and probabl/ provides for a better retum than if the Trustee prevailed. 
i',·loreover, if the Trustee prevailed and liquidated the assets, tax consequences from the sale of 
Jssets could further reduce tbe distribution to creditors. The settlement resolves the dispute 
regarding the Grazer Claim \vithout the risk or expense of continued litigation. Accordingly, the 
Trustee respectfully submits that the settlement is in the best interest of creditors and the estate. 
\YHEREFORE, the Trustee requests that the Court, pursuant to Fed. R. Bankr. P. Rule 
9019 and 11 U.s.C. § 554, enter an order: 
A. Approving the Settlement Agreement; 
8. Authorizing the abandonment of estate property as provided in the Settlement 
Agreement; 
D. Authorizing the Trustee to execute such docul11cms as may be neceSSQry ami 
appropriate to effect, implement and consummate the Settlement Agreement: and 
F. For such other ami further relief as the court deems just anJ equitab leo rr:-
OA TED this it- day of FebnJary, 2007. r / 
;i~_+------------
eter 
Gary E. J ubber / 
FABIAN & CLENDEN[N 
A Professional Corpo ' 1011 
Attorneys for Gary E: lubber, Trustee 
"The Trustee's accountants have estimated "orst case for taxes under the settlement to be S82.000.00. :llthough the 
ucc(Juntant beiie\'es this worst case to be unlikely. If the taxes :lfe in fact tbat high. the unsecured creditors ,,·ould 
receive approxinwtely 59'%. 
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i\:Lcr \V. BiililigS .. -\OJ3t) 
GDr\" E . .lubber. .\ 1758 
FABIAN & CLE:\DE:;!N 
.-\ Professional Corporatioll 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510110 
Salt Lake City, Dah 84 I 51 
Telephone: 53 J -8900 
Attomcys for Gary E. J ubber, 
Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Trustct: 
l\; THE UNiTED STATES I3ANKRLPTlY COURT 
[n re: 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF L'TAH, CE)JTRAL DIVISIO?\ 





Bankruptcy :\fo. 06-2 J '277 1:.. B 
(Cbapter 7) 
EXHIBIT "A" TO 
TRUSTEE'S l\IOTION TO APPROVE 
SETTLE.\IENT AGREE;\lE:'-iT AND 
fOR ORDER AUTHORIZING 
ABANDONMENT Of PROPERTY OF 
ESTATE 
Attached hereto is Exhihit "X' to the Trustee's JloriolJ [() Aji,J)rm'e :';,'ff!('ill,':I( 'iii 
und/or Order .·lm/lOri::ing Ahunc!olimcnt oj'PropcrI1' of Es[Ure. 
Filed: 02i20107 
1 If.-. 
DATED this c>' P_ day or February. 2007. 
A Professional Corporation 
Attomeys for Gary E. .Jubbef, Trustee 
SETTLEMENT AGREEl\fENT 
IHJS SETTLE.'v1ENT AGREE.\lENT is made and c:ntered into as of the 3L-tay of 
January :007, by and between Gary E. lubber (the "Trustee"), Trustee of the Chapter 7 
Bankruptcy Estate of Gordon A. Jones, d/b/a J&J LiveslOck, d/b/a Gordon Jones Construction, 
L.c. Case :-Io. 06-21277, and Allen F. Grazer ("Grazer"). 1l1e foregoing are individually 
referred to as "Party" and collectively referred to as the "Parties." 
RECITALS 
A. Gordon A. Jones, d/b!a J&J Livestock, d'"tJ/a Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
(the "Debtor") filed a yoluntary petition under Chapler 7 of the Bankruptcy Code 
on April 18,2006, commencing Case Number 06-21277 (the "Bankruptcy Case") 
in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District ofU13oh ("Bankruptcy 
COUrl"). The Trustee is the duly appointed and acting Chapter 7 Trustee of the 
Debtor's barJauptcy estate. 
B. The Debtor's bankruptcy estate holds, formerly held, or may hold, an interest in 
,c:Il Fopcrty (along with ::111 improvements and fixtures attached thereto), 
including, but not limited to the following; 
(i) .:\ condominium located at 175 East State Street, Bountiful, Utah (the 
"T'vfaple Hills Condominium"), more particularly described as follows: 
J 851 :dAPLE VIEW DRIVE BOtJNTIFUL 
C:-JIT 106, RIDGEWOOD OF ?vlAPLE HILLS COND PHASE V. 
TAX SERIAL NO.: 05-087-0106 
(ii) ,\ residence located a1 235 West 1400 North, Farmington, Utah (the 
"Residence"), more particularly described as follows: 
All afLot 147 Bay, View Park Subdi\'isiol1, Plat E, according to the 
official plat thereof 
TAX SERIAL ;\'0.: 03-013-0147 
,\DDRESS: 235 West 1.:100 North Bountiful, etah 84010 
SUBJECT TO easements, restrictions, covenants and rights of way 
appearing of record or enforceable in 1a\',; or equity. 
descriptiun: 
Oii) The .\1ountain View Apartments of farmington located at 175 East 
Stale Street, farminglOn, Utah (the "Apartments"), more 
particularly described as follows: 
BEGI1'-:'"NI).JG AT A POI~T 82.50 FEET \VEST ALONG nIE 
~ORTH LINE OF A STREET FRO\1 THE SOUTHEAST 
COR."lER OF LOT I, BLOCK 12, PLAT "A", FAR.\·1INGTON 
TO\\:';SlTE SURVEY, IN THE CITY OF FAR.\·lINGTON, 
TIIE\CE WEST 32.5 FEET; TH.ENCE NORTH 00"'04'38" \VEST 
65.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 4Y02'19" WEST 42.46 FEET; 
1'11£:--'(E WEST 85.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF 
PROPERTY CONVEYED IN WARRANTY DEED IN BOOK 
984 AT PAGE 838 IN THE RECORDS OF DAVIS CO'lJNTY, 
UTAH; THE>iCE >iORTH 00°04'38" \VEST 153.86 FEET, 
\JORE OR LESS, TO THE NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 OF SAID 
BLOCK 12; THENCE NORTH 89°59'37" EAST 263.00 FEET 
ALONG SAlD NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 TO THE \VEST LINE 
OF A STREET; THENCE SOUTH 00c04'38" EAST 156.00 FEET 
.-\LONG SAlD STREET; THE::-':CE \VEST 115.00 FEET; r..l0RE 
OR LESS, TO THE WEST LlNE OF TI IE EAST HALF OF SAID 
LOT I; THE]\CE SOUTH 00"04'38" EAST 92.89 FEET TO THE 
POINT OF BEGI}.;'NING. 
PARCEL )IO. 07-031-0075 
(iv) Parcels of real property located in Da\is County, Vtah, including: 
(3) Tax Parcel 1.0. ~o. 06-027-0006, with the follov,·ing legal 
A P.\RT OF THE SOlTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SECTlON 14, TO\'y;,;SHIP :2 NORTH, R.A".;"'-lGE 1 WEST, 
S/\LT LAKE BASE A>JO \1ERlDIAN: BEGf}.,1'-JlNG AT 
A POINT ON THE SOUTH RlGHT OF WAY LNE OF 
.\.0! EXJSTJ~G GR.'\ VEL RO.·\D, SA.lD POINT BEING 
SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND EAST 33 FEET; FT CENTER 
OF S.\lD SECTION 14, TllENCE NORTH 89°43'58" 
L\ST ~\LONG ;\.N FXISTI;\G FENCE ! 66.0 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 0"21'.:31" EAST 502.14 FEET; 
TllE;..iCE WEST 169.17 FEET TO J\N EXISTING 
FENCE; THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING FL'0CE 
501.35 FEET TO THE PO['iT OF BEGINNING. 
CWCS1 Bountiful Parcel 6'} 
(b) T\\o Tax Parcel Nos. 06-027-0117,0123 (fka 06-027-
2 
0007) and 06-027-0116,0122,01:23 Uka 06-027-00(8), with the following legal 
descrip1ions: 
A PART OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, 
TO\\;\SHIP 2 ~ORTlI, R.-I,.):GE I \VEST, SALT LAKE 
;v1ERlDL\::.J DESCRlBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGr~rNf:.JG 
AT A POf:.JT ON THE SOCTH RJGHT OF V/AY LINE 
OF A\1 EXISTI:.'\iG GRAVEL ROAD, SAlD POINT 
BEI:.'\iG SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND £.\ST 33 FEET AND 
NORTH 89°43'58" [.\ST 166,02 FEET FRO:-vi CE:.'\iTER 
OF S,-I,.lD SECTION 14, TlIENCE NORTH 89c43'S8" 
EAST ALO:.'\iG /\N EXISTJ?-..;G FE:.'\iCE 100 FEET; 
THENCE SOUTH 0°21'31" EAST 502.61 FEET; 
THENCE WEST 100 FEET; THENCE NORTH 502_14 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGJ.?<NING, (Parcel No. 06-
027-0117,0123 (Ika 06-027-0007» 
A P.\RT OF THE SOF1TIE:\ST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 14, TO\VNSlIlP 2 NORTH, RANGE I WEST, 
SALT LAKE l\1ERlDL-\N; BEG[0;'"NING ON SAID 
RIGHT OF WAY LINE OF AN EXJSTING GR.r\ VEL 
ROAD SAID POINT BEGG SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND 
[.--\ST 33 FEET Al\D NORTH 89('43-58" EAST ALO)!G 
A?\ EXlSTI:\G FE?\CE 366.02 FEET fROM CENTER 
OF SAlD SECTION J 4, THENCE SOUTH 89°43 '58" 
v'v"EST /\.LO?\G AN EXISTING FENCE 100 FEET; 
THE?\CE SOUTH 0°21'31" EAST 502.61 FEET; 
T1IE:'\CE L\ST 100 FEET; THENCE :JORTH 0°2] '31" 
\\TST 503.08 FEET TO 11 IE POlxr OF BEGIl'-<'Nr:-JG. 
\Parcel "\10.06-027-0116,0122,0123 Uka 06-027-0008» 
("\\'",st Bountiful Parcels 7 and 8"); and 
(e) Tax Parcel No. 06-027-0118, 024, 0125 (fka 06-027-0009), 
\\ith 1he following legal description: 
A r::l..RT OF THE SOUTIIEAST QUARTER OF 
SEeTIO;-'" 1-1, TO\\'?\SHIP 2 ~ORTH, R.~NGE I WEST, 
S.\LT L\KE BASE AND '\lERlDL\:-J, DESCRIBED :\S 
FOLLO\\'S: BEGI;";-;--';ING AT A POINT ON THE 
SOFfH R1CiHT OF WAY LJ?\E OF AN EXISTD-JG 
GRA VEL RO.\D, S.\ID POINT 13EING SOUTH 68.33 
FEET :\]\m 1::.\ST 399.02 FEET FEOM THE CENTER 
3 
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OF S":I,JD SECTJON 14 ,;.ND RUN""NING THENCE 
:-:ORTH :SY''43-SS-' EAST ALONG AN EXlSTDiG 
FENCE ] 00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21 '31" L\ST 
503.55 FEET; THENCE WEST J 00 FEET; HIENCE 
NORTH 0"21'31" \J./EST 503.08 FEET TO THE POfNT 
OF BEGINNfNG. 
(Parcel No. 06-027-0118,024,0]25 (fka 06-027-0009») 
("West Bountiful Parcel 9'} 
~\) Rca] property located in S:3np(;:lc County, Utah, more particularly 
described as follows: 
LOT 3, SEC .1, h'JDIAN RlDGE RANCH, CONT. 1.13 AC 
(yi) Rcal property and improwmel1ls loc3!ed at or about 3369 No_ 
\\-t::;t::;iJe H\\y, Clifton, Idaho (the "Idaho Ranch"), more 
panicul3.rly described as follows: 
COyll\lENCI:\-G AT A. POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE 
SOl'THEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTH\VEST QUARTER OF 
SECTION 35, TO\VNSHIP ]..I SOUTH, R:;'NGE 38 EAST OF 
11-]E B01SE l\JERlDL..>..N, FR.\.:-';KU:-'; COLNTY, lDAHO, AND 
Rl~;\I?,<G lTIE'iCE WEST .:240 RODS, THE:\'CE NORTH 53-
3.'4 RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PL\CE OF BEGft\i'NNG_ 
EXCEPTING .-\ND RESERVING A RIGHT-OF- \VA Y fOR 
.\);Y A0jD ALL JRRIGATIO)'! DJTCHES A?<D CANALS, AND 
PLBLlC ROADS ]\;OW EXISTI?<G OR IN USE UPON AND 
_\CROSS S.'\ID PRE:".llSES. AND EXCEPTING A:..JD 
RESERV0:G THEREFRO;\l A STRlP OF LAND 3 RODS WIDE 
,\LONG THE EAST SlDE UF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED 
L:\~D. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH H.-\LF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, 
THE NORTHL\ST QU_\R rER OF THE SOUTIIVv'EST 
QL\RTER, AND THE SOUTH\\TST QUARTER OF THE 
SOFITIL\ST QUARTER OF SECTION 34, TO\:V'NSHIP 14 
SUUTH, R\NGE :8 EAST OF THE BOISE :\lERlDIAN, 
FRANKLIN COUNTY, lD_\HO_ 
lOCJETI JER \\'TfH 36 SIL\RES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF 
]\.\T'>J LAKES CA)L..>..L COJ\IPANY_ 
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TAX SERIAL :NO: 
ADDRESS: 
Sl"BJECT TO casements, restrictions, cOYenants and rights of way 
appearing of record or enforceable in law or equity. 
C The Trustee has recenlly kamcd that the Debtor's 70% interest in Gordon 
Jones Cun:::truction LLC ("Construction LLC") may possibly have some 
\JIue. Inn:stig,ltion to date indicates that Construction LLC may have 
notes receiv3ble in the face amount of approxiJ11cttely 5389,000. Of this 
{'::ice amount, an unknown portion is believed 10 be an obligation from the 
Debtor himself i:llid S 198,000 is purportdly o\\cd by \1ountain View 
.\partments. The obligation oev1ountain Vicw /\pm1ments is either 
uncollectible due 10 Grazer's judgment lien or would reduce \vhat is 
collectible from selling the \1ountain Vic\v Apartments. In addition, 
582,000 of the notes reccj\abJe is a note from G, S. Jones Construction, 
Inc., which is owned by the Debtor's son and un unsecured creditor in this 
case. Based on imcstigation 10 date, iht Trustee does not know whether 
any amounts can be colkc1cd on these notes, but is highly doublfiJllhat a 
~jgnjficant pOJ1ion can be collected. 
D. At 1he lime of the filing of the Bankruptcy Case, the Debtor disclosed an 
Interest in \arious \ chicks, equipment and other per~()nal propeT1y located 
in Ctah and Idaho, including a 1955 Ford T-Bird. 
E. On July 1 J, 1005, the Second Judicial District Court, Da,is County, Utah, 
;rcsiding over Case ?'Jo. 02-0700570 (the "St3te Court Case"), entered 
J uJgmcnt which L.l\ ured Grazer and 3gainst the Debtor and Richard 
Barney eBarney") in the amount of 51 ,886,727.87, plus pre- and post-
judgment interest :mJ rC3::oflable COSt5 2nd 3ttorneys' fees expended in 
(\l11ection of the judgment 3ftcr May 31,2005 (the "Judgment"). Grazer 
h3s filed a proof of c)uim in the Debtor's; bankruptcy estate, 3~5e11ing that 
~};e Judgment has a biilnce owing of $2,100,124.00, plus any applicable 
intercst fees or costs as permitted by II t'.S.C. § 506(b) (the "Crazer 
Cairn"). 
F. Tl~c Judgment zmd the Judgment Information S131ement \\'ere recorded by 
the Da\is County Rl:corder on July 18,2005, As a result of that 
recording, GI32er asserts that he holds a judgment lien against all real 
property located in D3\is County o\\D(:d by the Debtor, including the 
Residence, the :vlaplc Hills Condominium. the West Bountittd te),S ~md 
the A ..partmcnts. 
(J. J"he Judgmen1 \\3S recorded by the S:m}'C1C C~unty Recorder un October 
3, =005. :\5 <3 rcsult ofth3t recording, Grever :;S5trlS that he holds a 
JuJ~ment lien :.:gJin~t :dJ real property ()\\neJ by the Debtor located in 
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S:mpcte County, including the Indianola Property. 
H. /, :'\otl(e of Foreign Judgment was recorded in Franklin County, Jdaho on 
. ." ugust 5, ::005. The Judgmem W8S recorded Wilh Franklin County, Idaho 
Recorder on September 23, :::005. As a result ufthat recording, Grazer 
;,~seJ1S lhJt he holJs i.l judgment lien :lgainsl all real property owned by the 
DeblOr in Franklin County, Idaho, including the Idaho Ranch. 
l. On or about October 4,2005, Writs of becution on the Judgment \".'ere 
sencd, \\hich had been i5~ucd by the Court presiding over the State Court 
AniuD, on September 19, =:005, directing execu1ion of all non-exempt 
persl'nal property located in S31t L3kc County: induding the 1955 Ford T-
Bird . 
.1. Prior to the filing oftlle Bankruptcy C;:,se, Grazer filed a traudulent 
:ramfer action aguinst Gordon /\. Jones, Linda G. Jones, and J&J 
LiYC51OCk, LLC in the Sixth Judicial District Court in and for Franklin 
Coum)" lchlllo, commencing Ci\'i] Action :'\0. CV-:::005-183, vvhich causes 
d' :.lction were amended in the pn::pcscd Amended Complaint pursuant to 
,he court's Order 10 Amend d;.ncd January 22, 2005 against these 
Defendants und .bson Jones, (the "Idaho Fraudulent Transfer Action"). 
Tbe Tru51ee removed the Idaho Fraudulent Conyeyance Action to the 
B::nkruplcy Court, hut the action hus been subcqw.:ntly remanded back to 
-::lale court. 
K. On vr abuut .l...ugust 5,2005, Grazer con;menccd an action in the Second 
District COU!1 ofDa\·is County. Stale of1)1ah against the Debtor, Linda G . 
.lanes. Richard Barney and RenJe earn on BJrDey, arid the Linda G. Jones 
F ami!; Partnership, which C3U::'C$ of action \'. ere ~!JT;cnded in the j\mcnded 
COl1lpbim ,-bted January 5,2006 against these Defcnd:1Dts and Jason 
.!clnes: GS Jones Construction, Inc.; J&J Li"H:stock, LLC; Cheryl J. 
Gudmundson; G. Scott Jones: Hichillyn Woodin, :md Rochelle C. Barney 
(the "Ct:1h Fraudulent Tr3r.sJer Action"). The Trustee removed the Utah 
Fr;:lUJulcl11 Comeyance /-\(]i~ln to the Rmkrupl(y Court, but the action Jlas 
hcen subsequently remJDlkd hack to state court. 
L. Gruel' Dclic\es that the Debtor has fraudulently lr:J.nsfcrred funds, 
pcr5\'I~:il property, and real property. in additiun 10 the twnsfers refen:nccd 
in the Cuh Fraudulent Tra]j~rer Action and the Jdaho Fraudulent Trallsfers 
.-\ct;on (Lht: "Ot11<.:r FwuduJent Transfer !\clions"). 
;\1. The \:"lidity of the Grazer's liell against the Dcbtor"s interest in real and 
personal pmpcrty is subjcct to dispule. Specifically, the Truslee could 
argue iha1 the lien ngainst real property is nut yalid because no final 
judgment V.JS entered in the Stale Cuurt C3~e. On 1he other hand, while 
('wcu;i,jn under Ruie (elf: oflhe l'ta.h Rules of Ci\il Procedure requin:s 
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c'ntr; of a "final judgment" before a writ of c:.;:ecmion may issue, Utah 
Code Ann. § 78-22-1 provides thaI a "judgmenC properly recorded creates 
a lien against real propeny. The Trustee is DOl aware of any basis by 
\\hich Grazer would ha\'e a lieD on the Debtor's 70% interest in 
Construction LLC. Hov,e\er, the Trustee fcc('gnizes that even if Grazer is 
deemed unsecured, he \\'l'uld hold o\er 96% of the unsecured claims. 
02. Time for filing proofs of claim has expired, and, other than the claim of 
Grazer, unsecured claims total 584,773.00 and consist of: (1) a claim filed 
by Kent B. Scott of Babcock & Scon, in the amount ofS26,473.00; (2) a 
cbim flIed by G.S . .lones, C"mtruction Inc., an entity purportedly o\vned 
by the Debtor's son, in the amount of $~O,OOO.OO (there may be an offset 
to this claim due to the 70% interest in the 581,000 nOle receiyabJe heJd by 
Con!'truction LtC); (3) 3 claim filed by Linda G. Jones, the Debtor's 
spouse, in the amount of 536,0000.00; and (4) a claim filed by Stc\'cn 
B:lfton in the 3illOUJ11 of 5:2,300.00. 1 As the cbimants set forth in (2) and 
(3) are insiders, the total ornon-insider ul1::oecurcd creditors is therefore 
528,773.00. 
O. Pursuant to an Order of the Banknlptcy Coun entered September 14, 
:::006, with the consent of Grazer, the Trustee sold the Maple Hills 
Condominium for 5265,000,00. The order also provided for the sale of 
the l'~1Gte's interest in the Residence to Linda Jones for S72,500.00. 
Gruzer 3::::iCrlS a lien on the proceeds oft1-:c :-ale of the ~1aple Hills 
Condominium :lIJd the Residence. 
P Pur.::uanl to an Order ofthc Bankruptcy Co un ent('red October 25,2006, 
Wilh ihe consent of (lraRr, the Trustee sold the J 995 Ford T- Bird, 
genl:Tuling nd prlKCCGS of $19, 170.:;0. Grazer assens a lien on those 
proceeds. 
Q. Based upon :he Trustec's invesligutiol1 and information now a\3ilable 10 
lhe Trustee, thc Tn.:stee es[imates tbat, iLlll propeny of the Debtor's 
b::.r;kruPlcy <-'S1Jte (c"duding the Debtur's iI1lcrcst in Construction LLC, 
but including. but not limited to rcal and personal property. causes of 
3c1ion, in18ngibks, ctc.) is properly and timely liquidated, such property 
\\ould generate no mOrc tr,an S] ,300,000.00, less the costs, sLich as fees 
f,)f the TruO'\L'e and his professionals ~llld l,ther costs of administering the 
estate and liquidating the property of the eslate. Although the Trustee's 
infurmatiun is limil<.'d as to tbe collccubililY ofthc notes rccci\'able in 
Constn.lctiGIl LLC the Trustee bclic\cs that cvcn a very optimistic 
recovery \\\.'uiJ be no more than aD :lJJitional $130,000 for the estate. 
R. ,\11 prc-p.'tili('n clciims, including (Ji'c-2er's Cbim and the unsecured 
! Baf1()11 (!d J Plc()f of Cbirn. CL,iJ~1 ilumher 5, lisling S2,3uO.OO ::5 both;] priDrily and general umtcured 
(laims. Il,e pni.:s bclic"e ll~:i! til" ;,',,,1 c!:iim is S2,300.00 ~jd :51,01 emitJcd 10 pricrity q:llUS. 
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claims set forth in "Recital N" of this .\greement, total $2,184,897.00. 
S. Accordingly, the Trustee estimates that, \\ilh accruing administrative 
C\pCII5eS, c\Cn if Gr2.zer"s Claim ,-,ere decmed an unsecured claim (which 
C;'azcr denies), then distribution to unsecured creditors would be no mOre 
1han si\ty-fi\c cents on the dollar (65~o) and probbly less. In the event 
1h81 Grazcr' s Claim \\3S deemed to be secured, distribution to unsecured 
~:n.'dilOrs would likely be zero and the cS13te would likely be 
~il:JminjstratiwJy insolvent. 
T. The Trustee and Grazer believe that lilig3tion H'garding the \'alidity of 
Graz(T's secured claim \\ould in\o1'. e costs ;ind fees that would decrease 
Ihe possibJe funds 3\aibble to be pajd 10 unsecured creditors. 
t;. Ai1cr 3rm's-kngth, good faith licgOliations, the Trustee and Grazer ngr('cd 
;0 rcsoh c and compromise any Jnd all claims and disputes which 
currcn1ly exist bct\\cen them r('garding Grnzer's Claim and how to deal 
\\ i lh 311 prOpCJ1y of the bankruptcy e5t:.11e of the Debtor, pursuant to the 
;Cfms 3nd conditions more fully set forth in this Agreement 
~o\V, THEREFORE, cased upon the foregoing reciwls, which are incorporated 
:1:10 this .'\.,;rcclTIcnt, and for good ::md ',alu3ble camidcration. including the coyennnts set 
:(;nh herein, Jnd slll::ject to appn.!"I;}1 of this :\grecmcl1t by the Bankruptcy Court, the 
Panies agree as follows: 
J. EifC(li"eness of A!2rccment. This Agreement shall become effec\i\e on 
:hc ~('cond busine::s Jay following len days aftcr The entry of an order by 
;hc Bankrup1cy COUl1 in the Debtor's 8~lI1krupley Case approying this 
.\:,;rc(,l11<::nt, un less t11e order is stayed prior 10 the expiration of such 
;'(ri~)d. (herciD3/1cL the "I::1Tccti\c Date') The order approving this 
,\greemcnt dcscribeu herein shall be in 3 furm expressly approved in 
\\ riting by Grazer. In the c\ent that the "rder :'ipproving this }\grcemcnt is 
~i;]:cd, , the Trustee ;md Grazer shall each, independently, haw the right 
10 (ji1Ccllhis ;\grc.::mcnt by jiling a Notice of Cll1c.::llution with the 
f3;;nkruptcy Court in the Bankruptcy C8se. Upon filing of a Notice of 
C:mcclldtion, this Agreement shall become null and void and the Trustee 
:iliU Gr;i.zer sb.dJ <:3ch retain all rights 3nd remedies that they would hold if 
lhis ."\grcement did not exist. 
Th: Trustee cstim:ncs that clS of JJnuary :3 1, ::'007, the estate will bs\c 
;;n~n,\il11;llcly 52-12,850.00 in cash primarily from the sale ofasst.:ts ilnd 
rems r('ceiwd. At the ElfcctJYc Date, the (,;:::h :chalJ be used and rescl'\cd 
in (ollowing priority: 
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First: .:\n A,dminis1raliw Expense Rcsene ofS192,OOO shall be 
established to pay administrative expenses, including taxes. 
PricewaterhouseC Gopers, ,he Trustee· s accountants estimate that the 
"worst C:lse" for iaWS incurred by the est3te is S82,OOO,OO, assuming this 
Senkmenl is appro\.:d and there 1S no f1..:rlher liquidation of estale a~~sets. 
The currcnt best estimate of adminimativc expenses through the Effective 
Dale is S; 11 0,000.00, 2~suming this Sel1lement is approwd. Assuming this 
Settlement is approH:d. the Trustee, his Cl1UJ1:'el and his accountants agree 
to seek court appro\al of final fees and costs of adminislratiw claims of 
no more than 51 iO,OOO.OO, provided, ho\\c\cr, if the Trustee incurs 
:idditional fees and co:::ts rela1cd to defending any appeal oflhe order 
3ppro\ing this .1.gn::<:menJ, ~uch additional fees and C05tS, to the extent 
:he)' ,lYe ullo\\C'd by the Bankruptcy Court, may be added to the 
S 11 0,000"00 maximum fee, To the extent that 5uch administrative fees and 
costs are allowed by the Bankruptcy Court as reasonable and necessary 
costs of administering the bankruptcy c:::tate, the Trustee may pay the 
allowed 'idl11jni~trati\e expenses fWI11 the Administratj-ve Expense 
Rcser-ve. The Trustee shall file all necesS:,lIY 13X returns pursuant to 11 
t'.S.c. § :50:5(b)(2). Pro\ided the Trustee's accountant has the necessary 
inforn;ation, the Trustee shall prepare ~uch returns \\"ithin thirty (30) days 
after the Effcctive Date. Before filing any income lax rdurn for the 
Debtor's hnkruptcy c~tate, the Trustee shall giw Grazer not less than 
fifteen (1:5) days 10 re\ie\\" the return. 1.'p011 expiration of the lime periods 
5et forth in 11 USc. § :50S(b)(2), the balance oflhe Administrative 
Expense Re:ccne, including any funds not USed to pay the amount of tax 
due hem administration of the DcblOr's bnkruptcy estate, shall be paid 
first to fund any unfi.mded portion of l'nsecurcd Creditors Reserve (Jess 
~ll1y amount of un5ecured c13i ms di~allo\\i."d pursuant 10 Paragraph 9) and 
then to Gr::2(,f. Jfthe aI1o\\ed fir;al fees and costs for the Trustee, his 
attorneys and his accounts arc kss than $1 J 0,000.00, then the difference 
between the loted of the final c:dlc\wd such fees, costs :1I1d the $110,000,00 
~hall be paid to Grazer. 
C:ccond: An l'mccured Creditors' Rec:crw of 563,579.75 shall be 
cS13blishcd 10 ray the allowed unsecured claims of these credi10rs set fonh 
in Recital N. Pro\ided the l'nsccured Creditors' Resene is fully funded, 
IO'ach allo\\('d cbim shall be paid 75% oftlle allowed amount. If the 
t'nsccurcd Crditors' Resent is not fully funded after the c:\piration of 
the time periud under 1 IUS. C. § SOS(b )(2), then there 5'h311 be a pro rata 
rcduclj\.)J1 of the percentage paid. By \\'ay of example only, if the 
L'mccun:d CTl'Jitors' Resenc is funded in the amounl of $50,839.80, then 
the each ::J!cmcd cbim shall be paid (,O~'O of111e aJlo\\cd ,ll11GunL To the 
extent th:1t any unsecured claims hayc been disallo\\"ed pursuant to 
P:iT3gr~iph 9, lhc ,'in10unt of llnsccurl'J Creditors' l~L'~enc shall be reduced 
by 75°"0 (or the ks~er percen:a~e if nut fully funded) for each doll:lf of 
disallo\\t;'d claims. ~il1d :such arnount shall be p:1id to Grazer. 
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Third: :'v1onies due to Grazer iTom 30% of rents coilected from the 
apartments pursuant to Paragraph 3 helow, which monies shall be paid as 
pro\idcd in paragraph 3 below . 
. \partmcnts. The Trustee has been collecting rents frem the 
iidministr;Jtion of the Apartments. :\ ftcr paying all costs associated with 
the Ap:mments (\\hich com do not include fees and costs oflhe Trustee, 
his attornc)s or aCCOUn13n1S), the Trustee acknowledges that from the net 
proceeds generated from the Apartmcnts sewnt)' percent (70%) of the 
funds are prope11y ofthc estate and the other thirty perccnt (30%) are the 
propeJ1y ofBamey, \\'ho is also ~uhject to the Judgment in favor of 
Grazer. Cpon apprO\aJ of this Agreement and the full funding of the 
:\dministrative Expense RC?sCT\e and the Unsecured Creditors' Reserve, 
the aforesaid 70% of the funds (or any ponion thereof after the funding of 
the resencs) shall be r;aid to Grazer. Grazer sheill obtain a writ of 
execution on the afores3id 30% of the funds fu,d, upon service of the 
execution, lhe funds shall be paid to Grazer. 
4. ~ulatjon .-\randonment/ReliefFn'lTI Stav. Except for the resencs and 
3S olherwise expressly provided herein, the Trustee stipulates and agrees 
that Grazer has a ',alid. enforceable security imercst in 811 the remaining 
p!Oj'CI1y of the Debtor's bankruptcy c:.::tale and thm there is no equity in 
"aid property for the benefit of unsecured creditors. Upon the Effective 
Date of the Agreement, exc.:pt for the re5en cs set fClI1h in paragraph 2 of 
this Agreement, an) and all property of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate of 
any kind whatsoe\er, known and unkno\\·n. tangible and intangible, 
including, but not limiled 10 real proj.lcny \including, but not limited to 
lbt real propt.'.'rty set fonh in "R2cltal 13" of this .\greement), personal 
pwp<.:rty (including, but not limited to, the Debtor's interest in 
Con5truction LLC), causes of action (including, but not limited to, claims 
or causes of 3ction ~ifainst Barney and including, but not limited 10, the 
Other fraudulent Trarisfer Actions, the l'lah Fraudulent Transfer Action 
:md the Idaho Fraudulcnt Tran:5fcr Action) and accounts reeei\'able 
(including, but not limited 10, notes or accounts receivable in Construction 
LLC), shall be deemed ahandoned 3nd no longer properly of the DebtOr's 
bnkruptcy estate, and Grazer shall be deemed to have reljef from the stay 
10 pur::ue any and all 5t3te com1 rcmc'dies against the Debtor and such 
propeny. Cpon the EllcClivc Date of this i\gr(ement, Grazer shall be 
entitled to fully pursue all his rights and claims "gainsl the aforesaid 
property, \\hich rights ,md claims are IW[ altered, amended or affected in 
any way hy this ,\grccmcnt or by thc jiling ortlle Debtor's Bankruptcy 
Case. 
~. Pcli . .:LEri!l.1l.5Ji:Qi.D:.0DLfrauLiuknt Tral;c.;;fCl:..2>ctlr'ns. Upon the Eff(:ctive 








;rDnsfer actions, known and unknown, imd Graler shall be deemed to have 
~elief from the Slay to pursue said rrauduknt transfer actions including, but 
not limited 10, the Ltah Fraudulent Transfer :\ction, the Idaho fraudulent 
Transfer /\ction, and the Other fn:lUdulcnt Transfer Actions, and all sllch 
actions shall no longer be the property of the Debtor's bankrup1cy estate. 
'0on-Disc),:m:>cabililV Claims. Lpon the Effecti\ e Date, the Trustee shall 
Jismiss the non-di~ch;jrgeability ad\er~ary proceeding (/\dv. >-:0. 06-2449) 
filed by the Trustee. Dismissal oflhat adH:rsary proceeding shall in no 
\\ay affect or pn:j udi ce the claims or causes of action for Jenial of 
discharge under II eSc. §§ 523 and 727 ~et forth by Grazer against the 
Deblor in .\d\crsary Proceeding '00.06-02411. 
Preference Actions. The Trustee shall not pur::uc actions under 1 J U.S.C 
§ 5.:17. To the eAtcnttl13t the facts may give rise 10 a preference action 
under ~latc law or federal law (other than II L.S.C § 547), then the 
Trustee disclaims 3ny interest in such L'laims; Grazer shall be deemed to 
h3\'e relid from the stay to pursue any preference claims under slate Jaw 
or federal la\'. (other than 1 J U.s.C § 547). 
J::l1ective Date and Di~lrihutions to Gr~ller. Fpon the EffeCliYe Date, 3ny 
fell1GS of the Dcbtor's bankruptcy c5tate held by the Trustee or his 
profe~siDn3ls in cxce~s oflhe :lmounT contained in IJ,e :\dministrative 
Expc?nsc Rcsc?f\c 2nd the l:nsccured Creditors· Rescn'c, as c$t3bli5hcd 
under j:'3f2gTCiph .2 of ihis Agreemen1. :::hall be disnibmcd to Graler fur 
payment on his 5ecured claim. 11' elDCr the Efrecti\e Date, ;:il1Y surplus in 
the bankruptcy ':513te ;1bo\e 1h31 amount needed 10 fully fund the re5cn'cs 
in ParagfJph :2 ~hi.lll be paid 10 Grazer. 
I2.iJrihl~!l!_'n 10 t'n<;('cLllcd Creditors_ Gralcr shall 11:.1\e ]50 Jays from the 
EJTeclj\(: D3te to file an objection to the claims of any or all unsecured 
crecil0r5, including, but not limited 10 tho~e set forth in "Recital?'r of this 
.'\grc(,l11en1. Tn the C\('nt that such claims are di~3.11o\\ed, Grazer shall be 
cnlilll'd 1L) distribution oLilly 311wunts due Gr::;'L~a under lhe provisions of 
P3r:lgraph:2 dthis /\greemenL If an un~ecurcd cl:.lim set forth in "Rt:'cilal 
N'· is not lhe subjccl of an ,)bjection \\j[hin J SO cays of the Effective Dale 
of this Agreement, then such claim shall be deemed allo\\ed and such 
<.TcdilOr oball te emitkd to be rJid 011 the creditor's claim under the 
rro\-isions of Par3graph 2 of this :\grecment. I'he Trustee agrecs not to 
close the D:mkruptcy C3S'C until all c!3ims haw h:en finally allowed or 
disallowed. 
R_c:JC;i.?.: ()L(},!jIE~J!.}:Jira?er [,cept 3S otherwise expressly prO\-idcd in 
lhis Agreement, upon ,he EtTcC1i\c Dntc Grner rekases any :.ll1J all 
cbil;lS Dg;li]ist the Dcbtor·s bnhuplcy eSlate, ijicluding. but not limikd 
~o, the right 10 3s5ert 3 Jcficic];c)- claim or any an ul1::,ccured claim again:;t 
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the Dt'btor's bankruptcy <.'stale; provided, ho\\e\er, that Grazer shall have 
the unconditional and absolU1e right and to be able to assert, pursue and 
prosecute any and all claims and rights of any kind whatsoever against the 
D('rtor in Grazer's non-dischargcability action ;::,gainst the Debtor and 
shall have ,he unconditional and absolute right to enforce and execu1e in 
the State Court Case against the property abndoned by the bankruptcy 
c:;W1C pursuant to paragraph -4 of this .\grcemcnt. Except as olhenvise 
<.':\pr<.:'~~ly pro\idcd in this .'\greement, upon the Effective Date, Grazer 
fcHilier releases and forner discharges the T ru:stce, attorneys, accountants 
and agents of the Trustee from any and clain;s, couDlerclaims, cross-
clair:ns. aeli,iDs, demands, liabilities and responsibililies of every kind and 
nature wh8tsO(O\cr, whether known Of unknO\,I1, suspected or unsuspected, 
Clsscrted or UIissscrtcd, fix('d or contingent, 11131ured or unmatured, snd 
\\huher existing now or in the past. 
11. Relra'e of Claims by [he Tru:;tee. Except [IS otheJ\\ ise expressly pro\'idcd 
in lhis Agr(em'::111, upon the [ffecti\(; Dale, the Trustee, on behalf of 
him~l:.'lf and Debtor· s bankruptcy estale, herein releases and foreyer 
Ji:;charges Grazer and Grazer's SUCCC~5orS, ~lssjgns, subsidiaries, alljli31es, 
re18ted entities, ~~ttorneys, accountants ::md agents, of and from any and all 
c13ims, counterclaims, cross-claims, Jctions, demands, liabilities, and 
responsibilities of any kind in nature \\hat::-:oc\c:T, whether known or 
unknown. ,uspccteJ ur un:;u5j:'(>cted, a~5ened or unasseJied, fixed or 
contingent, l1l:::tureJ or unmatured, Jnd whether existing now or in the 
past. 
12. ,\mendment. This Agreement 111ay not be modified, except by written 
instrument signed by all of the Parties. 
i.3. B c'cn·3tiol,-~)LB ~b~. ~othjng c()nt~lir;cd herein ~hall be deemed a waiwr 
or release by 3DY Paliy agains13ny l'Cf50n or entity, other than as against a 
Party herelO 3nd ether thal1 as agaimt the per50ns and entities affili;lted 
\\ ilh a P;lrty that Jre i(knlifieJ in the releases 3bove, \\ith respect 10 any 
rights, .::h\.)5C5 in cll:liem or claims lhat such P:my may h3\"e againsl any 
mher such per~on ur entity. Grai'er expn:~"ly rC5erves all claims, rights 
and eauses of action of any nature whalS0evcr kno\\·n or unknovm, fixed 
or cl)]]tingent, ~:gainst the DeblOr, and all l1ther persons or entities not 
",xprcs~ly r"leu:oc'd in puragraph 10 ofll:is ;'\gr.:cment, including, but not 
limi1ed to, lhe cl:.iims and causes of 3ctic)n Sl'l forth in the Complaint 
objecting to di~ch3ffe of AdYer:::ary Prncecding ~o. 06-02411 pending in 
this B3nKruptcy else. This reseTlalion of all claims, rights and causes of 
3ction of any na1ure \\hutsoc\,cr kncmn ()f unknown, fixed or contingent, 
by Grazer includes ,m)' and alJ claims. rigll1S and causes of action of any 
j];J11Jre \\ ha1S0C\ cr known or unkno\\'n. fix cd or contingent, against any 
PCf5011 or entity nUl e:-<prcssiy released in paragraph 10 Oflhis Agreement. 
Such persons Of en1ities against \\holl1 Gr:lzcf i5 reserving any and all 
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cl:lims, rights and e"uses of actions of any 112ture whatsoever known or 
u:-:kn(J\\n, fixed Of ccnlingcnL 3l,;3insl include, but are not limited to, 
creditors oflhe Debtor or the Bankruptcy C}se, Renae Carnon Barney, 
B:.irney and Barney's family and other insiders of Barney, the Debtor, the 
Debtor's family, insiders of the Debtor, the children of the Debtor, J&J 
Li\ estock, Can ell Shaffer, G.S. Jones Construction, Inc., George Jones 
Construction, Construction LLC, \10untain View Apartments of 
Farming10n and Linda .lones. ~olhing colitJined herein shall in any way 
:.litcr, affect, ar:1cnd or eh,mge Gra2.('r's cbim against the Debtor or in any 
:.llter, affect, amend or change any judgment \\hich Grazer may have 
~ig~iinst the Debtor (·r uny GIher person \.)r emity. '\'othing contained herein 
:shall in any W3) alter, affect, amend or ch:mge Grazer's right 10 execute in 
the State Coul1 C3se against the pwpel1y ab:mdcned by the bankruptcy 
e5t3te pursuant 10 paragraph 4 of this Agreement. 
14. "(0 lnlcncilod Third-Partv Beneficiaries. Tbere are no intended third-party 
benefici;]rics of this Agreement. 
] S. Allnme\S' fees and Costs. The Truslcc'S attorneys' fees and other costs 
incurred in J1egotiating, executing, obl;;ining approyaJ of this Agreement 
:md implementing this Agreement shall be induded in the Administrative 
Expense Resene set [ol1h in paragraph 2 Of1his :"greement and shall be 
puid therefrom if the Bankruptcy Court allows :ouch fces and costs as an 
~;dministr<l1ive claim (,\ith such fees 3l~d costs being limited as set forth in 
paragraph:2 Oflhis .. \grecment). Grazer ::,ha11 bear his o\'\'n attorneys' fees 
~lnd cests. Hu\\c\ a, ifk-gully pcrmi!'sibJe, Grazer reserves the right to 
add 10 his claim and 10 seck an augmentation of the judgment in state court 
fi.;r the ~lt10rneys' fees and costs incuiTed in conjunction with this 
;\greement and with dealing \\ith all i~sues thai arose because of the 
Debtor's filing of his Bankrup1cy Case, 
lb. 13_".!lISgll'.lf~f:~).~1L1L\rJ2L()_\';:1l. The P;1rties 3ckno\vledge that 1his 
;~gTCCl11en( i:; ~llbject to notice to creditors in the Debtor's Bankruptcy 
C.lSC and appro\31 of the Bankruptcy C nurt. Within ten (l0) days of the 
d:.l1e of the e:'\('culion of this ;'\greclTient, the Trustee shall cause to be 
dmncd and filed in the Bunkruptcy C35C a motion seeking Bankruptcy 
CN1l1 :lpprO\al of this Agreement and the Tnlstee shall set such motion for 
hearing as soon as possible. 
17. Go\erninu Lpy. This Agreem<'Jll and the rights and obligations of the 
Panies hereunder shall be construed in accordance with and goyerned by 
the intern31 bws of the St:.lte of t:wh, c:\CCpl 10 the extent such laws are 
superseded by the 13ws o1'1he Cnilcd 51(1tes oL\merica, and, in such 
instunccs. [he Ll\\s of the lTnileJ Swtcs shall be controlling. 
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of rights as 5et forth in paragraph 13 of this ;\grecmenL this Agreement is 
binding JPon Jnd shall inure to the benefit of the Parties ::;nd their 
respectiyc heirs, succc:ssors, ::l~5jgns, subsidiaries, affiliates, related 
entities, officers, directors, employees, agents, anorneys 2nd 
representati\cs, subrogees, ::lnd 10 all persons or entities claiming by, 
through or under them, including any succcssor trustee for the Debtor's 
b:.:nl-:ruptcy ("Slale, .'llld the DeblOT. This .\grccment is fully imegrated and 
repn:scnts the entire understanding between the Parties, and there arc no 
\\]"inen or oral agreements between lhem \\hich are not set forth herein. 
\lone of the provisions oflhis Agreement may be changed, discharged or 
lerminated ora1ly and m<JY be modified or cilr,ended. Likewise, the rights 
d'diJdble to each oflhe Parties under this Agreement cannot be waived or 
released ora]])', and may be \\aiH.'d or released only by an instrument, in 
\\Tiling, signed by the Pany whose ri2,hlS \,,"ill be diminished or ad\crsely 
affected by the \\ai\'er. 
19. \:0 Admissions. This Agreemcnt has been drafted for settlement purposes 
only. ?'JolhiJ1g in this Agreement, including the Ecci(als set fonh herein, 
cha]] re deemed an admission oflaw or ract by Jny Party for any purpose, 
,)tber than the senlemcnt contcmp13kd in this ;\greement. If this 
,-\drccmcnt is not 3Fpro,eJ by the Bankruptcy Court, it shall he null and 
void. and thereafter this Agreem.:nt may not he u::ed by any Pa11y for ::my 
purpose. 
'::0. A d\icc l~f Coufj~el. Each PErty <Jckno\\lC'dg,'s that it has been represented 
by counsel in the ncgoti;:nion and prc:paraliol1 of this Agreement and Ihat 
~uch Pany (und, if applicable, such Party's coun~el) have panicipa\cd in 
:u:d l'lmtribt.;tcd 10 (bifting of this /\grl'cmcnl. ,'\ccording1y, nci(hl'r this 
,\gre(111('nt nor any portion hereof may be comtrued agninst any cfthe 
Partil's on the basis that such Pan) or such P:lr:y'S counsc] was the drafta 
hereof. 
:::]. Clln::lf1lctinn. The k'Jdings are for reference and convenience only and 
,bll not affect the C(11~SlrUcljon elr imcq.:rctalicn of any of the terms of this 
,'\greement. 
")") .\uthoriz3tion, The [,(TSOnS l'xccuiing this i".grCCl11cnt on behalf of a Party 
hercby represent and \\arr:1I111hat they drc duly Clulhorizcd and cmpowered 
1<) nl'cute the same. ihat they have carefully read this Agreement, Clnd that 
this Agreement represents a binding 3nd cnfuf('c;)bJe obligation of such 
Purty. Each Party repre~;:nts and warrants th31 they have not aS5ih!ncd :my 
uC the claims being rekLi~ed under this /\gr..:'cment. 
.23. ;-:() Induccment. T]~e P;:ll"lics rcpresel11. 1\ arr;mt ond agree that LlPlll1 
~·x~'cuting and entering :1110 this Agreement. they, and each oft11c111, are 
l~ct relying upon :md b3\C not relied llrC,n any representation, promise or 
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5lah:ment made by any ODe which is not rccitt:d, contained or embodied in 
this Agreement. 
:::~. Counterparts. This Agreement may he c\Ccmed in counterparts, each of 
which shall be deemed an origir;al, and all such counterparts shall 
constitute one and the ~ame :'\grccmenl. F3csimile signatures shall have 
the same force and effecl as original signatures. 
IN \\TDESS \\'HEREOF, the panics have each exccuted this !\greemenl as of 
lhe dale first set forth above. 
By: 
(");\RY E. Jl'BBER, Trustee cftbe Chapter 7 Bankruptcy 
Estale of Gordon A . .lones, d,h/a J&J LiveslOck, d/b/a 
Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
ALLEN F. (iRAZER 
]5 
statement made by anyone '\f,icb is not recited, contained or embodied in 
this Agreement 
24. Counterpar:-s. TI.d.s Agrecmem may be executed in cOlffiterparts, each of 
'hIDch stall be deemed an original, IiDd all such coun-rerpar.s shall 
wnstitute one and the same: Agreement. Facsimile signatuTes shall have 
the ~me force and effect as original signatures. 
TN W1Th"ESS \\'HEREOF. the par,ies have each executed this Agreement as of 
the date first set forth above. 
By: 
GAR Y E. JUpBER, Tru.'>1ee of the Chapter 7 Bankruptcy 
E~tste of Gordon A. Jones, d:bla J&J livestock., d/b/a 
Gordon Jones Construction, LC. 
Cf.uy E. lubber, Trustee 
F ABlAN & CLENDEKIN 
215 South State Street, 12th Fioor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151 
Tdcpbone: (80l) 531-8900 
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The below described is SIGNED. 
'- ~ -~ 
.,~, ,/ ... ~:.:-r.;/_._. 
Dated: April 19, 2007 
Filed: 04/18/07 
Peter W. Billings, A0330 
FABIAN & CLENDENIN 
A Professional Corporation 
Twelfth Floor 
215 South State Street 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City; Utah 84151 
Telephone: 531-8900 
e-mail: pbillings@fabianlaw.com 
JUDITH A. BOULDEN 
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge 
Attorneys for Gary E. Jubber, Chapter 7 Bankruptcy Tmstee 
Julie A. Bryan (Bar No. 4805) 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL, P.e. 
257 East 200 South. Suite 700 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Telephone: (801) 532-2666 
Facsimile: (801) 532-1813 
e-mail: julie@crslaw.com 
Attorneys for Allen F. Grazer 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
in re: 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH. CENTRAL DIVISION 











Bankmptcy No. 06-21277 JAB 
(Chapter 7) 
ORDER APPROVING SETTLEMENT 
AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING 
TRUSTEE'S ABANDONMENT OF 
PROPERTY OF ESTATE 
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The Trustee's ,V/otion to Approve Settlement Agreement and For Order 
A llthorizing A bandonment of Property of Estate filed by Gary E. J ubber, Chapter 7 Trustee 
("Tmstee") on February 16,2007 ("Motion") came on for hearing before the Honorable Judith 
A. Boulden on March 28, 2007. Peter W. Billings, Fabian & Clendenin, appeared on behalf of 
the Tmstee. Joseph M.R. Covey, Parr, Waddoups, Brown, Gee & Loveless appeared for the 
Debtor. Julie A. Bryan, Cohne, Rappaport & Segal and Lincoln W. Hobbs, Hobbs & Olson 
appeared for Allen Grazer. David J. ShatTer. Shaffer Law Offices, P.c. appeared for the Estate of 
Richard Bamey. Other appearances, if any, were noted on the record 
The Court having reviewed the pleadings on file, admitting evidence and hearing 
arguments presented, entered detailed findings of fact and conclusions oflaw on the record, 
which findings and conclusions are incorporated herein, and include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS: 
I. Gordon A. Jones, d/b/a J&J Livestock, d/b a Gordon Jones Constmction, L.c. 
(the "Debtor") filed a voluntary petition under Chapter 7 of the Bankmptcy Code 
on April 18,2006, commencing Case Number 06-21277 (the "Bankruptcy Case") 
in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of utah ("Bankruptcy 
Court"). Gary Jubber (the "Tmstee") is the duly appointed and acting Chapter 7 
Trustee of the Debtor's bankmptcy estate. 
2. That notice of the iV10tion and the hearing thereon was properly given to the 
Debtor and all parties-in-interest as required under the Bankruptcy Code or the 
Federal Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure. 
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3. Objections to the Motion were filed by the Debtor and by the Estate of Richard 
Barney. The Objections are overruled. 
4. The Settlement Agreement was negotiated at arms' length and in good faith. 
5. The Trustee's entry into the Settlement Agreement as a fair, reasonable and 
proper exercise of the Trustee's business judgment. 
6. The Settlement Agreement and the relief requested in the Motion are reasonable, 
fair, equitable and in the best interest of the estate and its creditors. 
7. That in considering this matter, the Court has reviewed and applied the standards 
set forth in the case of In re Kopexa Realty Venture Co .. 213 B.R. ta20, ta22 
(10th Cir. BAP 1997). 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
1. The Motion is granted and the Settlement Agreement is approved; 
2. The Trustee is authorized to execute such documents as may be necessary and 
appropriate to etTect implement and consummate the Settlement Agreement~~ Except for the 
reserves set forth in the Settlement Agreement. the Trustee is authorized to abandon all property 
of the estate, as provided in the Settlement Agreement, and Grazer shall be deemed to have relief 
from the stay to pursue any and all state court remedies with respect to such property. Upon the 
EtTective Date of the Settlement Agreement, the property that has been abandoned or for which 
Grazer has obtained relief from stay shall no longer be considered property of the Debtor's 
bankruptcy estate. Grazer shall be entitled to fully pursue all his rights and claims against the 
'lD: .\835-7084-3905. v. I 3 
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aforesaid property in any State or Federal Court what would have jurisdiction absent the filing of 
the Debtor's bankruptcy; and 
3. The property abandoned and/or for which Grazer has obtained relief from the 
automatic stay shall include but not be limited to the following: 
A. Estate's Interests in real propertv (alon2. with all improvements and fixtures 
attached tbereto), including, but not limited to tbe following: 
(i) The Mountain View Apartments of Fannington located at 175 East State Street, 
Fannington, Utah (the "Apartments"), more particularly described as follows: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT 82.50 FEET WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF 
A STREET FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF LOT 1, BLOCK 12, 
PLAT "A", FARl\1INGTON TOWNSITE SURVEY, IN THE CITY OF 
FARl\HNGTON, THENCE WEST 32.5 FEET; THENCE NORTH 00°04'38" 
WEST 65.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 45°02'19" WEST 42.46 FEET; 
THENCE WEST 85.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF PROPERTY 
CONVEYED IN WARRAl"l"TY DEED IN BOOK 984 AT PAGE 838 IN THE 
RECORDS OF DAVIS COLTNTY, UTAH; THENCE NORTH 00°04'38" WEST 
153.86 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO THE NORTH UNE OF LOT 2 OF SAID 
BLOCK 12; THENCE NORTH 89°59'37" EAST 263.00 FEET ALONG SAID 
NORTH LINE OF LOT 2 TO THE WEST LINE OF A STREET; THENCE 
SOUTH 00°04'38" EAST 156.00 FEET ALONG SAID STREET; THENCE 
\VEST 115.00 FEET; MORE OR LESS, TO THE WEST LINE OF THE EAST 
HALF OF SAID LOT 1; THENCE SOUTH 00°04'38" EAST 92.89 FEET TO 
THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
PARCEL NO. 07-031-0075 
Parcels of real property located in Davis County, Utah, including: 
TlL;;' Parcel LD. No. 06-027-0006, with the following legal description: 
!'-iD: 4835-708 .. -3905. v. I 4 
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A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
NORTH, RA.NGE 1 \VEST, SALT LAKE BASE AND MERIDIAN: 
BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE SOUTH RIGHT OF WAY UNE OF AN 
EXISTING GRA. VEL ROAD, SAID POINT BEING SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND 
EAST 33 FEET; FT CENTER OF SAID SECTION 14, THENCE NORTH 
89°43'58" EAST ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 166.0 FEET; THENCE 
SOUTH 0°21 '31" EAST 502.14 FEET; THENCE WEST 169.17 FEET TO AN 
EXISTING FENCE; THENCE ALONG SAID EXISTING FENCE 501.35 FEET 
TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
("West Bountiful Parce16"). 
(iii) Two Tax Parcel Nos. 06-027-01 J 7,0123 (fka 06-027-0007) and 06-027-0 J 16, 
0122, 0123 (tka 06-027-0008), with the following legal descripti.ons: 
A PART OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
NORTH, RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE MERIDIAN DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT A POlNT ON THE SOUTH RlGHT OF WAY 
LINE OF AN EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD, SAID POINT BEING SOUTH 
68.33 FEET AND EAST 33 FEET AND NORTH 89°43'58" EAST 166.02 
FEET FROM CENTER OF SAID SECTION 14, THENCE NORTH 89°43'58" 
EAST ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 
00°21 '31" EAST 502.61 FEET: THENCE \VEST 100 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
502.14 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. (Parcel No. 06-027-0117, 0123 
(fka 06-027-0007)) 
A PART OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
NORTH, RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE rvIERIDIAN; BEGINNING ON SAID 
RlGHT OF WAY LINE OF AN EXISTING GRAVEL ROAD SAID POINT 
BEING SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND EAST 33 FEET AND NORTH 89°43'58" 
EAST ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 366.02 FEET FROM CENTER OF 
SAID SECTION 14, THENCE SOUTH 89°43 '58" WEST ALONG AN 
EXISTING FENCE lOO FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21 '31" EAST 502.61 
FEET; THENCE EAST 100 FEET; THENCE NORTH 0°21 '31" WEST 503.08 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ND: 4R35·70H4·3905. v. I 5 
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(Parcel No. 06-027-01 16,0122,0123 (fka 06-027-0008)) 
eWest Bountiful Parcels 7 and 8"); and 
(iv) Tax Parcel No. 06-027-01 18,024,0125 (flea 06-027-0009), wi.th the following 
legal description: 
A PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 2 
NORTH, RANGE 1 WEST, SALT LAKE BASE At'\lD fVlERIDlAN, 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE SOUTH 
RlGHT OF WAY LINE OF AN EXISTING GRA. VEL ROAD, SAID POINT 
BEING SOUTH 68.33 FEET AND EAST 399.02 FEET FROM THE CENTER 
Of SAID SECTION 14 AND RUNNING THENCE NORTH 89°43'58" EAST 
ALONG AN EXISTING FENCE 100 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°21'31" EAST 
503.55 fEET; THENCE WEST 100 fEET; THENCE NORTH 0°21' 31" WEST 
503.08 fEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. (Parcel No. 06-027-01 IS, 024, 
0125 (fka 06-027-0009») 
("\Vest Bountiful Parcel 9"). 
(v) Real property located in Sanpete County, Utah, more particularly described as 
follows: LOT 3, SEC J, INDIAtl-.,/ RIDGE RANCH, CONT. 1.13 AC 
(vii) Real property and improvements located at or about 3369 No. Westside Hwy, 
Clifton, Idaho (the "Idaho Ranch"), more particularly described as follows: 
COfYLvlENCING AT A POINT 53-3/4 RODS NORTH OF THE SOUTHEAST 
CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 35, TOWNSHIP 
14 SOUTH, RA.NGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, FRANKLIN 
COUNTY, IDAHO, AND RUNNING THENCE WEST 240 RODS. THENCE 
NORTH 53-3/4 RODS, THENCE EAST 240 RODS; THENCE SOUTH 53-3/4 
RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING AND RESERVING A RIGHT-Of-WAY FOR ANY AND ALL 
IRRIGATION DITCHES AND CANALS, AND PUBLIC ROADS NO\V 
EXISTING OR IN USE UPON AND ACROSS SAID PREMISES, AND 
'\0: 4835·7084·3905. v. I 6 
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EXCEPTING AND RESERVING THEREFROM A STRIP OF LAND 3 RODS 
WIDE ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED LAND. 
ALSO, THE SOUTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, THE 
NORTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHWEST QUARTER, AND THE 
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 
34, TOWNSHIP 14 SOUTH. RANGE 38 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, 
FRANKLIN COUNTY. IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 36 SHARES OF THE CAPITAL STOCK OF TWIN LAKES 
CANAL COMPANY. 
TAX SERlAL NO: 
ADDRESS: 
SUBJECT TO easements. restrictions, covenants and rights of v,'ay appearing of 
record or enforceable in law or equity. 
B. Personal Property or intangibles of the Debtor's bankruptcy estate of any kind 
whatsoever includin2 but not limited to: 
(i) accounts receivable; 
(ii) vehicles and equipment that have not been liquidated as part of the 
Debtors bankruptcy estate. 
(iii) The interest of the Debtor in any entity which the Debtor held (and may 
still hold) including but not limited to Gordon Jones Construction LLC. 
;\D: .j~35-70S4-39()5. v. 1 7 
Case 06-21277 Doc 77 Filed 04/19/07 
Document 
Entered 04/19/07 10:29:04 
Page 8 of 11 
Desc Main 
C. Causes of Action or Claims includin!:: but not limited to: 
. 
(i) A fraudulent transfer action against Gordon A. Jones, Linda G. Jones, and 
J&J Livestock, LLC in the Sixth Judicial District Court in and for Franklin 
County, Idaho, commencing Civil Action No. CV-2005-l83 (the "Idaho 
Fraudulent Conveyance Action"). The Idaho Fraudulent Conveyance 
Action which may now be pursued by Grazer in the Idaho Court in which 
it was filed or in any other Court with proper jurisdiction.' 
(ii) A.ll action in the Second District Court of Davis County, State of Utah 
against the Debtor, Linda G. Jones, Richard Barney and Renae Carnon 
Barney, and the Linda G. Jones Family Partnership, which causes of 
action were amended in the Amended Complaint dated January 5, 2006 
against these Defendants and Jason Jones; GS Jones Construction, Inc.; 
J&J Livestock, LLC; Cheryl J. Gudmundson; G. Scott Jones; Richillyn 
Woodin, and Rochelle C. Barney (the "Utah Fraudulent Transfer Action"). 
The Utah Fraudulent Transfer Action may be pursued by Grazer in the 
Utah Second District Court of Davis County in which it was filed or in 
any other Court with proper jurisdiction. 
(iii) Fraudulent Conveyance Actions or any other action that could have been 
filed by a creditor prior to the filing of the Debtors bankruptcy case, or by 
the Trustee after the filing of the Debtor'S bankruptcy case, to recover 
property owed to the Debtor or transferred to third parties by the Debtor. 
Such actions may be pursued by Grazer in any court with proper 
jurisdicti on. 
4. The Trustee shall dismiss Adversary Proceeding No 06-2449 filed by the Trustee. 
Dismissal of that adversary proceeding shall in no way affect or prejudice the claims or causes of 
action for denial of discharge under 11 U.s.c. §§ 523 and 727 set forth by Grazer against the 
Debtor in Adversary Proceeding No. 06-02411. 
NO: -Ik}5· 7084-}905. v. I 8 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
J osep . Covey 
r ddoups Brmvn Gee & Loveless 
ys for Debtor, Gordon A. Jones 
David J. Shaffer 
Attorneys for Richard Barney 
[ENTI OF DOCu'MENT] 
ND: 4835·7084-3903. Y. 1 q 
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APPROVED AS TO FOR.J.\1: 
Joseph M. R Covey 
Parr Waddoups Brown Gee & Loveless 
Attorneys for Debtor, Gordon A. Jones 
~.. 
o fo Barney 
(END OF DOCUMENTI 
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CLERK OF THE COURT CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct executed copy of the foregoing 
ORDER APPROviNG SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND AUTHORIZING 
TRUSTEE'S ABANDONMENT OF PROPERTY OF ESTATE was mailed, postage fully 
prepaid, this __ day of April, 2007 to the following: 
United States Trustee 
Ken Garff Building 
405 South Main Street 
Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Peter W. Billings 
Gary E. Jubber 
P.O. Box 510210 
Salt Lake City, UT 84151 
Gordon A. Jones 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
Joseph M. R. Covey 
Parr Waddoups Brown Gee & Loveless 
185 South State Street 
Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1536 
"iD: -1-835· 7084.}9()5. v. I 10 
Linda G. Jones 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
Julie Bryan 
Cohne; Rappaport & Segal 
257 E. 200 S., Ste. 700 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Hobbs & Olson 
466 East 500 South 
Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 
David 1. Shaffer 
Key Bank Building 
562 South Main Street 
Bountiful, UT 84010 
EXHIBITH 
013383 
Fonn RAB18 (Official Form 18)( 1 
United States Bankruptcy Court 
District of Utah 
Case No. 06-21277 
Chapter 7 
In re: Debtor(s) (name(s) used by the debtor(s) in the last 8 years, including married, maiden, trade, and address): 
Gordon A. Jones 
dba Gordon A. Jones d/b/a J & J Livestock, 
dba Gordon Jones Construction, L.c. 
235 West 1400 North 
Bountiful. UT 84010 
U.S.A. 
Social Security No.: 
Employer's Tax J.D. No.: 
Petition date: 4118/06 
DISCHARGE OF DEBTOR 
It appearing that the debtor is entitled to a discharge, 
IT IS ORDERED: 
'lbe debtor is granted a discharge under section 727 of title 11, United States Code, (the Bankruptcy Code). 
BY THE COURT 
Dated: 1120/09 Judith A. Boulden 
United States Bankruptcy Judge 
SEE THE BACK OF THIS ORDER FOR IMPORTANT INFORMATION. 
Ltd1 
FORM RAB18 continued (10/05) 
EXPLANATION OF BANKRUPTCY DISCHARGE 
IN A CHAPTER 7 CASE 
This court order grants a discharge to the person named as the debtor. It is not a dismissal of the case and it 
does not determine how much money, if any, the trustee will pay to creditors. 
Collection of Dischart~ed Debts Prohibited 
The discharge prohibits any attempt to collect from the debtor a debt that has been discharged. For example, a 
creditor is not permitted to contact a debtor by mail, phone, or otherwise, to fIle or continue a lawsuit, to attach wages 
or other property, or to take any other action to collect a discharged debt from the debtor. [In a case involving 
community property: There are also special rules that protect certain community property owned by the debtor's 
spouse, even if that spouse did not file a bankruptcy case.) A creditor who violates this order can be required to pay 
damages and attorney's fees to the debtor. 
However, a creditor may have the right to enforce a valid lien, such as a mortgage or security interest, against 
the debtor's property after the bankruptcy, if that lien was not avoided or eliminated in the bankruptcy case. Also, a 
debtor may voluntarily pay any debt that has been discharged. 
Debts That are Discbat2ed 
The chapter 7 discharge order eliminates a debtor's legal obligation to pay a debt that is discharged. Most, but 
not all, types of debts are discharged if the debt existed on the date the bankruptcy case was fIled. (If this case was 
begun under a different chapter of the Bankruptcy Code and converted to chapter 7, the discharge applies to debts 
owed when the bankruptcy case was converted.) 
Debts that are Not Dischan~ed. 
Some of the common types of debts which are IlQ! discharged in a chapter 7 bankruptcy case are: 
a. Debts for most taxes; 
b. Debts incurred to pay nondischargeable taxes (applies to cases fIled on or after 10/1712(05); 
c. Debts that are domestic support obligations; 
d Debts for most student loans; 
e. Debts for most fines, penalties, forfeitures, or criminal restitution obligations; 
f. Debts for personal injuries or death caused by the debtor's operation of a motor vehicle, vessel, or aircraft 
while intoxicated; 
g. Some debts which were not properly listed by the debtor; 
h. Debts that the bankruptcy court specifically has decided or will decide in this bankruptcy case are not 
discharged; 
i. Debts for which the debtor has given up the discharge protections by signing a reaffirmation agreement in 
compliance with the Bankruptcy Code requirements for reaffmnation of debts. 
j. Debts owed to certain pension, profit sharing, stock bonus, other retirement plans, or to the Thrift Savings 
Plan for federal employees for certain types of loans from these plans (applies to cases filed on or after 
10/1712005). 
This information is only a general summary of the bankruptcy discharge. There are exceptions to these 
general rules. Because the law is complicated, you may want to consult an attorney to determine the exact 
effect of the discharge in this case. 
17 0- &; 0- t:eJ 
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State of IDAHO 
Case Number: CV-2005-183 
Plaintiff: 
ALLEN F. GRAZER 
vs. 
Defendant: 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
County of Franklin 
GORDON A. JONES, LINDA G. JONES, JASON JONES, J7J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC 
For: Lincoln W. Hobbs 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
10 FEB 25 Al1 9: 21j 
Received by ANDERSON INVESTIGATIONS, INC. on the 29th day of January, 2010 at 6:11 pm to be served 
~~S, .3369 NORTH WESTSIDE HIGHWAY, CLIFTON, 10 83228~4. 1 y Z "" s: 
.' -' Y , being duly sworn, depose and say that on the i D day of ~......z-tJ r ,20 to at 
J7 :it5::::".m .. ,...8xecuted service by delivering a true copy of the SUMMONS & SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT in accordance with state statutes in the manner marked below: 
( ) ,INDIVIDUAL SERVICE: Served the within-namid per~ 
-++-SUBSTITUTE SERVICE: By servin~"1:. .' -
7~ '. 
as 
( ) POSTED SERVICE: After attempting service on 
conspicuous place on the property described herein. 
at and on 
( ) OTHER SERVICE: As described in the Comments below by serving 
____________________________ as ______________________ __ 
at to a 
( ) NON SERVICE: For the reason detailed in the Comments below. The defendant is/Bin the MILITARY 
service of the United States. 
COMMENTS: 
I certify that I have no interest in the above action, am of legal age and have proper authority in the j~sdiction 
in which this service was made. ~ 4L >f P /J~ y/ / 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me on the ~ 
day of kp , ~ by the affiant who 
is personally known to me. 
~~.~~~~) 
ANDERSON INVESTIGATIONS, INC. 
230 West 200 South 
Suite 2302 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101 
(801) 619-1110 
Our Job Serial Number: 2010000549 
Copyright © 1992~2009 Database Services, Inc. - Process Server's Toolbox V6.3r 
LINCOLN W. HOBBS (ID BAR # 07325) 
MARGARET H. OLSON (ID BAR #04680) 
Of Counsel 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
466 East 500 South, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 519-2555 
Facsimile: (801) 519-2999 
Sarver Du Ie [laI'gh t-Ly 
Yitll!'3 ..... PtOc!!fsa Server 
Oat~ ;)-ItJ-IO Time--2.:~ 
P/S~IxLat- WDIcO ~(''Wle) 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
IN AND FOR FRANKLIN COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; LINDA 
G. JONES, an individual; JASON JONES, an 
individual; 17J LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah 
Limited Liability Company; and John Does 1-
10, 
Defendants. 
TO: DEFENDANT JASON JONES 
3369 North Westside Highway 




Civil No. CV -2005-183 
Judge David C. Nye 
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to answer the attached Second 
Amended Complaint that has been filed with the above Court. Within twenty (20) days after 
service of this Summons, you must file your written answer with the clerk of the court at the 
following address: Clerk of the Court, Sixth Judicial District Court, 39 West Oneida, Preston, 
ID 83263, and you must mail or deliver a copy to Plaintiff's attorneys at the address listed above. 
If you fail to do so, judgment by default may be taken against you for the relief demanded in the 
Second Amended Complaint. 
4685\003\Summons Jason Jones.doc 
DATED this 2f day of January, 2010. 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.C. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Allen F. Grazer 
4685\003\Summons Jason Jones.doc 2 
Dave R. Gallafent 
Kent L. Hawkins 
Jared A. Steadman 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Idaho State Bar #1745, #3791 and #7804 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
r \ LED 
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 
ALLEN F. GRAZER, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GORDON A. JONES, an individual; 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual; 










LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah Limited ) 






NOTICE OF SPECIAL APPEARANCE 
FEE CATEGORY 11 
FEE $58.00 
COMES NOW Jason Jones, and through his attorneys, Merrill & Merrill, Chartered, pursuant 
to LR. c.P. 4(i), here by gives notice of special appearance on behalf of said Defendant in said cause 
and controversy by said finn, to contest service and request that all documents and pleadings filed 
herein be duly and regularly served upon said attorneys at P.O. Box 991, Pocatello, Idaho, 83204. 
This Defendant hereby specifically appears for the sale purpose of moving to dismiss the 
present action pursuant to I.R.c.p, 12(b)(4), 12(b)(5) and 4(a)(2). 
Notice of Special Appearance 
7453: Notice.Special.Appearance Page 1 
DATED this 2~ day of February, 2010. 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
.' /~ / /. Jl 
By l/~.££ ~ /. /!{ 1--- /11 oj .. to{ 
,_,-/,/ -ared A .. Steadman / . 
, Attorneys for Defendant Linda Jones 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Jared A. Steadman, the undersigned, one ofthe attorneys for the Defendant, Linda 
G. Jones, only, in the above-referenced matter, do hereby certifY that a true, full and conect 
copy of the foregoing Notice of Special Appearance was this zsrf.-,day of February, 2010, 
served upon the following in the manner indicated below: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. Olson 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
466 E. 500 S., Ste #300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Notice of Special Appearance 
7453: Notice.SpeciaLAppearance 
. ,// 
LSl U.S. Mail 
LJ Hand Delivery 
U Overnight Delivery 
U Telefax 
f2gU.S. Mail 
U Hand Delivery 





Dave R. Gallafent 
Kent L. Hawkins 
Jared A. Steadman 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello,ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Idaho State Bar #1745, #3791 and #7804 
Attorneys for Defendant Linda G. Jones 
~:Jl!=D r I L 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF FRANKLIN 









GORDON A. JONES, an individual; ) 
LINDA G. JONES, an individual; JASON ) 
JONES, 3n individual; J&J 
LIVESTOCK, LLC, a Utah Limited 








Case No. CV -2005-183 
DEFENDANT JASON JONES' MOTION 
TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW Jason Jones, by and through his attorneys, Merrill & Merrill, Chartered, 
pursuant to Idaho R. Civ. P. 4(a)(2) and 12(b)(4) and (5) to hereby move this Court to dismiss 
Plaintiff s cause of action against said Defendant for the reasons stated herein and further set forth 
in the accompanying Brief in Support of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss and the accompanying 
affidavits, filed herewith. 
Defendant's motion is based on Plaintiff s failure to provide service on Defendant within the 
time limit provided for in the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
WHEREFORE, this Defendant moves this Court for an Order of Dismissal of all claims 
against him on the grounds that proper service over him has not been obtained. 
Defendant Jason Jones' Motion to Dismiss 
7453: Motion.Dismiss.Jason Page 1 
Oral Argument at the hearing of this matter is requested. 
MERRILL & M,ERRILL, CHARTERED 
By , //1 / • /i ~" . t..-..,.. -1" ;V:;"'- , 
Jared A. Steadman 
,Attorneys for Defendant Linda ones 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Jared A. Steadman, the undersigned, one of the attorneys for the Defendant, Jason Jones, 
in the above-referenced matter, do hereby certify that a true, full and correct copy of the foregoing 
Motion to Dismiss was this __ day of February, 2010, served upon the following in the mmmer 
indicated below: 
Lincoln W. Hobbs 
Margaret H. Olson 
HOBBS & OLSON, L.c. 
466 E. 500 S., Ste #300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Defendant Jason Jones' Motion to Dismiss 
7453: MotionDismissJason 
U U.S. Mail 
U Hand Delivery 
U Overnight Delivery 
U Telefax 
U U.S. Mail 
U Hand Delivery 
U Overnight Delivery 
U Telefax 
Jared A. Steadman 
Page 2 
